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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Scalable Runtime Support for Edge-To-Cloud Integration of Distributed Sensing Systems

By

Tingchou Hung Brett Chien

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Irvine, 2016

Professor Pai H. Chou, Chair

While Internet-Of-Things (IoT) has drawn more attention to researchers and the public, to build a complete system from the edge sensing units to the cloud services requires massive amount of efforts. Researchers with strong interests in collected information are often lost in various technologies, including distributed sensing embedded systems, bridge devices between Internet and local network, and data backend services.

This work takes a cross-system, script-based, and semantic-enhanced approach to address the problem of lacking suitable runtime supports. We proposed a threaded code runtime support for edge sensing systems, a script based wrapper on Physical-to-Cyber bridges, and scalable middleware into the backend services.

With proposed runtime supports, we are able to apply distributed sensing systems into real world applications quickly and explorer insights from collected information. As a result, a building structure monitoring system is installed and allow civil researchers to develop algorithms to prevent disaster events. Body area sensing systems such as ECG monitoring, CO₂ detection, and body movement are developed. This enables baby screening and detect potential heart problems. The results have shown that with proposed runtime supports applications can be realized quickly and scalable.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has been receiving growing attention in recent years as the next wave of computing revolution made possible by low-cost, miniature low-power systems-on-chip (SoC) with computing and communication capabilities. Among many applications, we focus on wearable medical devices, home automation, and personal tags as representative examples. Three recurring themes in building IoT applications are low power, management, and data support.

1.1 Wearable Low Power Network-of-Things (NoT)

The term network-of-things (NoT) refers to a locally connected network of embedded systems with (sensing, actuation) interfaces to the physical world, whereas the Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the interconnected NoTs bridged by the Internet Protocol (IP). The NoT can also be referenced as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in the early stage of NoT.

Figure 1.1 shows three scenarios that WSN researchers often encounter. The first issue is the size and cost problem. Current WSN platforms, shown in Table 1.1, for example, Mica2 [29] and MicaZ [1], have a development board with two AA batteries that may be “small” when compared...
to a computer but are actually, big, heavy, and expensive to wear and embed for many real-life wireless sensing applications. Wearable sensing system, including both human and animal worn ones, impose possibly the most stringent constraints on the size and weight of the entire system, as shown in Figure 1.1(a)

To enable better fitness to wearable applications, some ultra-compact wireless sensor platforms have been developed [68, 87]. The Eco node, which uses an 8051/8052-compatible MCU core, is only 1cm$^3$ in volume and weighs under 2 grams, making it most competitive in terms of cost and lightweight metrics. However, it is also highly constrained in terms of the amount of memory and computing ability, which pose new challenges on the operating system design.

Besides the ultra compact wireless sensor platforms, a medical platform has been developed.

To provide effective management of tight constraints on hardware resources and to enable runtime support of wireless sensor nodes, a lightweight system kernel that is designed specifically for WSN has become increasingly important. Most of people think that an operating system may cause additional overhead and power consumption especially for resource-constrained sensing systems. However, an operating system may actually improve efficiency by supporting power management, memory management, task management, and multi-threading.

Figure 1.1(c) shows typical capabilities of runtime operating systems. In addition to the basic scheduling for event-driven or multi-threading models, several other types of runtime support are also becoming important for wireless sensing applications. For example, virtual memory enables the MCU to execute larger, more sophisticated programs than its physical memory alone allows. Another important type of support is remote programming, as it may be nearly impossible to update firmware of sensor nodes through wired interfaces after they have been deployed in large numbers. For this reason, a loader that supports dynamic reprogramming becomes an important issue when designing an operating system for WSNs. Users expect that firmware update can be done using a host PC shell environment. Code image will be sent through RF to remote sensor nodes and loaded
Table 1.1: Comparison between common sensor platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EcoSpire simple node</th>
<th>EcoSpire super node</th>
<th>Mica2</th>
<th>MicaZ</th>
<th>Telos Rev.B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microcontroller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (incl. batt.)</td>
<td>2×1.3×0.8 cm</td>
<td>5×2.3×0.8 cm</td>
<td>3.2×5.7×1.5 cm</td>
<td>3.2×5.7×1.5 cm</td>
<td>3.2×8×2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>NRF24LE1</td>
<td>NRF24LE1</td>
<td>ATmega128</td>
<td>ATmega128</td>
<td>MSP430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mem. (KB)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code mem. (KB)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ext. mem.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>SD card (2GB)</td>
<td>Flash (512KB)</td>
<td>Flash (512KB)</td>
<td>Flash (512KB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>NRF24L01+ (Integrated)</td>
<td>NRF24L01+ (Integrated)</td>
<td>CC1000</td>
<td>CC2420</td>
<td>CC2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>2Mbps</td>
<td>2Mbps</td>
<td>38.4Kbps</td>
<td>250Kbps</td>
<td>250Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Enhanced Shock Burst</td>
<td>Enhanced Shock Burst</td>
<td>SmartRF</td>
<td>Zigbee</td>
<td>Zigbee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>Build-in</td>
<td>Build-in or External</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>2 AA</td>
<td>2 AA</td>
<td>2 AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (mAh)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rechargeable</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensors</td>
<td>On-board Sensors</td>
<td>On-board Sensors</td>
<td>Separate module</td>
<td>Separate module</td>
<td>On-board Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host &amp; prog. i/f</td>
<td>USB or UART</td>
<td>USB or UART</td>
<td>UART</td>
<td>UART</td>
<td>USB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by a dynamic program loader at runtime. Another issue that arises from remote reprogramming is the size of the code image. In order to reduce the power consumption, sensor nodes should reduce the RF transmission as more as possible; moreover, they should also avoid idle-listening, since that consumes twice the power as the highest RF transmission. A good run-time system may also provide an efficient mechanism to reduce the image size in remote reprogramming. Some common schemes such as patch generation and compression can achieve the objective, but these also increase the runtime overhead and consume considerable runtime memory. As a result, a better solution to the problem must be presented.

1.2 Problem Statement

Our goal is to implement a new operating system for wireless sensor platforms. Specifically, we target wireless sensor systems that are ultra-compact with a limited number of general-purpose I/O (GPIO) pins and a small amount of code and data memory. Such platforms typically include
(a) Wearable sensor applications.
(b) Severe sensing environments.
(c) Remote reprogramming and debugging.

Figure 1.1: Enix reference applications.
on-board sensors to collect data and exchange data through RF; common interfaces such as UART, I2C, and SPI are also available. The external non-volatile memory such as serial flash and Micro-SD card can be connected to the sensor device through SPI. In the following subsections, we list the requirements of a WSN OS design.

1.2.1 Lightweight and Portability

The operating system should be lightweight and portable enough to run on some of the most resource-constrained wireless sensor platforms with different MCU ISAs. Low memory and power consumption must be achieved by utilizing only limited resources in order to increasing the life time of wireless sensor devices. A portable interface and the reduction of assembly code implementation enable the operating system to be ported to other MCU ISAs.

1.2.2 Appropriate Programming Model

An appropriate programming model not only facilitates software development but also promotes good programming practices. Event-driven programming model is widely used in WSN but can be unstructured and difficult to use [25, 6, 85, 2]. Consequently, an easy-to-use threading structure that is applicable to event-based WSN applications with little runtime overhead is desired. Context switching and the scheduling policy are the two main sources of run-time overhead of multi-threaded programming; the efficiency of the scheduler must be improved by fast algorithms instead of linear searching for the next running thread; the overhead of context switch can also be reduced by simply storing the critical registers onto the stack and avoiding using the slow external memory.

Several recent works are suggesting scripting as a new trend towards programming and control of wireless sensor networks (WSN). Scripting languages started out as textual commands in shells,
or command-line interpreters (CLI), for interactive invocation of utility programs for everyday tasks from file system manipulation and text editing to application-level programming and system administration. Batch shell commands with the addition of control flow constructs evolved into scripting languages, such as awk, perl, sh/csh, tcl, ruby, and many others. Scripting languages have been credited for helping put together many pieces of the world-wide web, including news-group servers, CGI scripts, PHP, and many graphical user interfaces. Ousterhout also demonstrated that scripting can enable programmers to achieve 10× the productivity over system programming languages such as C or Java [65].

1.2.3 Low Power with Bluetooth Smart

Low power consumption is a mandatory feature in IoT. Bluetooth Smart, also known as Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy Technology (BLE), stands out as the lowest in average power consumption among many wireless standards. A BLE node can last for one year on a CR2032 coin-cell battery. BLE also enables users to interact with these IoT nodes using their smartmobiles directly without infrastructure support or dongles, which can be inconvenient. For these reasons, we believe BLE deserves high-priority support in IoT.
1.2.4 Need for Data Support

IoT applications that may need support and automation for data handling include wireless sensor networks (WSN) and medical devices. They act as data sources whose data may need to be uploaded for post-processing, analysis, archive, and disseminated in a controlled way. However, many of today’s IoT systems handle data in an ad hoc manner with many hardwired operations, making them difficult to extend or generalize. A general framework is sorely needed for supporting these data operations in a systematic, secure, and access-controlled way. Data should be made available as a service to support composition with other services.

1.3 Contribution

In this work, an edge-to-cloud runtime supports have been proposed from embedded system level to Web services integration. In the embedded systems, a programming model based on threaded code has been proposed and implemented. This model can be incorporated into other existing scheduler used by SoCs. For the connectivity programming in gateway devices, a python and swift language to operate Bluetooth Smart has been implemented to wrap around the wireless transmission to allow users to focus on data. Than a backend integrated system has been implemented to demonstrate a possible medical sensing system can be integrated to discover new possibilities for remote healthcare infrastructure.
Chapter 2

Enix: A Lightweight Dynamic Operating System for Tightly Constrained Wireless Sensor Platforms

Enix is a lightweight dynamic operating system for tightly constrained platforms for wireless sensor networks (WSN). Enix provides a cooperative threading model, which is applicable to event-based WSN applications with little run-time overhead. Virtual memory is supported with the assistance of the compiler, so that the sensor platforms can execute code larger than the physical code memory they have. To enable firmware update for deployed sensor nodes, Enix supports remote reprogramming. The commonly used library and the main logical structure are separated; each sensor device has a copy of the dynamic loading library in the Micro-SD card, and therefore only the main function and user-defined subroutines should be updated through RF. A lightweight, efficient file system named EcoFS is also included in Enix. The code size and data size of Enix with full-function including EcoFS are 8 KB and 512 bytes, respectively, enabling Enix to run on many RF-enabled systems-on-chip that cannot run most other WSN OSs.
Table 2.1: Market share of Microcontroller ISAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co.</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Sh.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>8051</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renesas</td>
<td>740, H8/S, M32R</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freescale</td>
<td>68XX</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>V850, 78K0, K3/K4</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Proprietary 8-b</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmel</td>
<td>AVR</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infineon</td>
<td>C16X</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Related Work

Wireless sensor networks are composed of sensor nodes and base stations. A sensor node is typically small in physical size, low cost, small in code and data memory, and limited in computing capability and battery energy. Table 2.1 lists the instruction set architectures (ISA) of the most popular MCUs. Some real-time operating systems (RTOS) that are able to run on such a resource-constrained platform include μC/OS-II [52] and FreeRTOS [75], both of which support preemptive multi-threading with round-robin or priority-based schedulers. These RTOSs are indeed lightweight and well designed, but they are not suited for wireless sensor networks due to the lack of support for features such as runtime code update, power management, and resource control capabilities. In response, researchers have proposed WSN OSs that provide support specifically for WSN applications. Table 2.2 shows a comparison between existing OSs aimed at WSNs. However, it seems ironic that most WSN OSs to date are for either Atmel (3%) and MSP430 (a fraction of 6% “Others”), leaving the most popular 8051 (19%) and most other ISAs unsupported. When considering integrated RF-MCUs, the number of options for the 8051 dominates all other ISAs combined by 4:1, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.1 Programming Model

TinyOS [54] is a widely used runtime system for WSNs. It uses a special language called nesC [22] to describe the software components that form a sensor system with event-driven semantics. The application code and the runtime library are then compiled into one monolithic executable. Several
Table 2.2: Comparison between WSNs operating systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Enix</th>
<th>TinyOS</th>
<th>SOS</th>
<th>Contiki</th>
<th>MANTIS OS</th>
<th>F-kernel</th>
<th>RETOS</th>
<th>LiteOS</th>
<th>Nano-RK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming Model</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Event &amp; Thread</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Support</td>
<td>△¹</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Mode Operation²</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Update</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Loading</td>
<td>△²</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection³⁰⁰</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Memory</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File System</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Abstraction⁴</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Size (Bytes)⁶</td>
<td>8138</td>
<td>20,924 *</td>
<td>20,464</td>
<td>3,874</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>28,864</td>
<td>20,394</td>
<td>30,822</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Size (Bytes)⁷</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>1,633</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. △ means optional components.
2. achieved using PIC.
3. achieved using runtime relocation.
4. supports code virtual memory only.
5. supports both code and data paging.
6. The code size including the basic kernel and the components, excluded △s.
7. lists the smallest data memory required to startup OS, at least one thread in multi-threaded model.
8. TinyOS code size is compiling from v1.1.15, with various sensor drivers and a network module, but excluding storage system and remote programming.
9. means the kernel code is not writable by user code
10. threads are protected from each other’s access
11. OS provides layers of API

event-driven runtime-support systems have been developed for wireless sensor networks and applications with similar characteristics, including SOS [27] and Contiki [20]. The processes of these OSs are implemented as event handlers that \textit{run to completion} without preemption. Therefore, event handlers in event-driven models may share the same stack to reserve insufficient memory space. Event-driven programming is based on cooperative multitasking, which may be good for tiny, single-processor embedded devices, but users have to perform stack management manually, and as a result, the code can become difficult to read and maintain. Some WSN OSs provide preemptive multi-threading [6, 24, 20, 11, 10, 46]. Multi-threaded programming models can be easier
to learn compared to event-driven ones, and the code can be more readable and maintainable. In severely memory- and power-constrained environments, however, a multi-threaded model has several disadvantages. For example, it occupies a large part of the memory resources, spends more CPU time and consumes more battery energy due to context-switching overhead.

Preemptive multi-threading extensions [17] to TinyOS have been proposed to avoid long-running tasks. Various concurrency methods have been considered, including preemptive tasks, fibers and virtual machine threads. Later, TinyOS v2.x incorporated the multi-threading concept in TOSThreads [46]. They consist of kernel threads and application threads. Only application threads can be pre-empted, while kernel threads are non-preemptible since they are for blocking system calls. Kernel threads are activated only through message passing.

Protothreads [21] allow users to write event-driven programs in a threading style, with the memory overhead of two bytes per Protothread. The concept is similar to C co-routines [47] in that they implement “return and continue” by using C-switch expansion. Protothreads are limited in that auto variables or local states cannot be stored across a blocking wait, and the C-switch implementation may lead to increased code size in the form of a table lookup and a jump, which also incur overhead at runtime. The runtime complexity is proportional to the number of yield points in a Protothread.

Our Enix OS emphasizes cooperative threading, which guarantees that no thread will have to yield control unexpectedly [25], and Enix threads work similarly to co-routines but they are implemented in a mix of C and assembly for smaller code size and better execution efficiency. Swapping between threads in Enix is a real context-switch operation, not just a C-switch. It provides automatic stack management and incurs little runtime overhead compared to preemptive multi-threading. In addition to cooperative threading, Enix also supports lightweight preemptive multi-threading for real-time scheduling. For the power consumed by context switches, it has been shown for MANTIS OS that multi-threading and energy efficiency need not be mutually exclusive when an effective sleeping mechanism is used to reduce context-switching overhead [6, 17].
2.1.2 Runtime OS support for WSN

In real-world wireless sensor networks, the deployed sensor nodes must have the abilities to manage the tasks and resources at run-time. Run-time reconfiguration and reprogramming also become important issues in WSN OS design. TinyOS, as mentioned before, produces a single image in which the kernel and applications are statically linked. Thus, updating code means whole-system image replacement. To support efficient runtime remote reprogramming for TinyOS, a virtual machine named Maté [53] has been proposed. Using Maté or other virtual machines for WSNs [49, 60], code can be distributed and configured at run time. The drawbacks of running a virtual machine on a sensor node include runtime overhead of the virtual machine interpreter and higher energy consumption.

SOS [27] is another event-driven OS but consists of dynamically loaded modules and a common kernel. The modules are position independent code (PIC) binaries that implement specific tasks or functions. This modularized design is quite flexible, but the interaction between modules may incur high runtime overhead, and the module must be implemented in a fixed format, which increases the overall code size on SOS.

Contiki [20], RETOS [11] and LiteOS [10] provide dynamic loading by runtime relocation, rather than relying on position independence. The application binary to be combined with relocation information must be relocated or linked at runtime [18] before loading into the program memory. Thus, a sizable data buffer is required in order to relocate in space.

Our Enix OS supports dynamic loading using kernel-supported PIC, which is easy to port to other platforms. The dynamic library is pre-linked to the kernel with minor modification. Hence, our runtime overhead and additional buffer are reduced compared to the runtime relocation approach.
2.1.3 Virtual Memory

To fully utilize the memory of a tightly constrained wireless sensor platform, some researchers propose software virtual memory on MMU-less embedded systems. One approach is code modification by either using a compiler or constructing an additional converter. SNACK-pop [67] provides a framework for compiler-assisted demand code paging with static call graph analysis and optimization. The input Executable and Linking Format (ELF) [37] file is analyzed and translated into an executable image such that every call/return is modified to call the page manager. Choudhuri and Givargis [13] showed that data segments have a greater need to be paged than code segments, and therefore they propose a data paging scheme with an adjustable page size based on an application-level virtual memory library and a virtual memory-aware assembler. The t-kernel [24] is the first WSN OS that provides virtual memory for both code and data segments with additional memory protection. Besides software virtual memory approach, MEMMU [5] proposes a new software-based on-line memory expansion technique [4] that requires no secondary storage. Therefore, it improves performance and minimizes power consumption comparing to the above approach. However, MEMMU introduces about 4 KB of code size overhead and requires at least 512 bytes of data memory. Besides dynamic loading, Enix also supplies software segmented virtual memory by code modification, and uses a Micro-SD card as secondary storage for the convenience of installing virtual code segments using a host PC without requiring a specialized programmer. Enix does not provide virtual memory for data segments because of the high runtime overhead, but it does support a data memory allocation scheme to fully utilize the limited data memory. Furthermore, VM support in Enix consumes only 886 bytes of code memory and 256 bytes of data memory.
2.1.4 File Systems for WSN

LiteFS, a subsystem of LiteOS [10], provides a hierarchical, Unix-like file system that supports both directories and files. General-purpose file systems such as FAT, Ext2 may be interoperable but may be unsuitable for WSNs due to the relatively large code size and a great deal of data memory space used to store the hierarchical data structures. A more severe problem is the poor performance: in our own experience, a popular FAT file system was able to log at most 35 samples per second on a Telos-class node. Another issue is that the general file format becomes insufficient to store WSN data due to the absence of fast query support.

Some file systems or databases have been customized for WSNs. ELF [16] uses NOR flash to implement a log-structured file system. MicroHash [90], TinyDB [57] and FlashDB [62] use a lightweight index structure or database that works on wireless sensor nodes. Due to supporting high-performance indexing and searching capabilities, overhead of in-memory data structures is inevitable on these systems.

The Coffee file system adopted in ContikiOS is a log-structured, flash-based file system [84]. Capsule [59] covers the abilities mentioned above. It provides the abstraction of typed storage objects to applications, including streams, indexes, stacks, and queues. The composition of different objects may satisfy various requirements of WSNs. However, the high capacity parallel NAND flash used by Capsule makes use of many general-purpose input/output (GPIO) ports, and therefore it does not work on small-sized MCUs with few available I/O ports.

2.2 Overview of Enix

Fig. 2.2 shows the block diagram of Enix, which currently runs on a wireless sensor platform called EcoSpire [12]. The Enix OS contains four major components: runtime kernel, file system,
dynamic loading library, and utility tools. Although the file system is one of the modules in the runtime kernel, it provides more support for WSN applications. Consequently, we separate the file system as an individual component of Enix.

2.2.1 Runtime Kernel

The first component of Enix is the runtime kernel, which manages hardware resources and supports run-time reconfiguration. With a cooperative thread scheduler, developers can write multi-threaded programs instead of being limited to single-threaded programming. A wireless code image update manager and a dynamic loader are also included to enable remote reprogramming, so that the deployed sensor nodes can be easily updated over RF.

2.2.2 File System

EcoFS, the file system of Enix, is a configurable and lightweight storage system using a Micro-SD card or an MMC card as the storage medium. Generic file abstraction may not be well suited for WSNs. We realized that only few types of data need to be saved, and we divide EcoFS according
to the different usage patterns: code data, preferences, network data, and sensed data. The code data block stores the binary code segments that can be loaded efficiently by the runtime loader into the code memory on demand. The preferences are the key-value pairs for storing the node’s status and settings. The requirement of preferences is fast searching with modifications enabled. Because of the limited data memory and the wish to provide a simple network abstraction, the routing table may be maintained in EcoFS. Network data such as routing tables or the roles of the adjacent nodes must be enumerable and may be changeable if the network topology is dynamic. Last but not least, the sensing data block is used for logging collected data in harsh environments when real-time transmission is not viable. This append-only storage type must be fast, power-efficient, and reliable to meet the requirements of high-sampling-rate WSN applications.

2.2.3 Dynamic Loading Library

The third component of Enix is the dynamic loading library called ELIB. ELIB is a special library that is preprocessed by the host PC tools. Most of the commonly used library functions are collected and transformed into segments that comprise ELIB. Each segment corresponds to the position-independent code of a function with a unique virtual address, namely where the segment is located in the secondary storage. Due to the constrained memory resource of compact wireless sensor devices and the high energy consumption of the RF transceiver, making use of ELIB enables software virtual memory and reduces the transmission size of runtime reprogramming. A full ELIB library now takes 28K (12KB without standard C library).

2.2.4 Utility Tools

The last part of Enix is the host PC’s utility tools, including a wireless reprogramming and debugging shell, a file system parser shell, compiler and linker. With the host PC’s assistance, heavier computation and compiling tasks can be done on the host PC to reduce the runtime overhead on
tightly constrained nodes. Rather than processing delayed linking at run-time as ELF does, the ELIB building tool constructs a position-independent library at link-time. Therefore, the run-time loading burden on the MCU of these compact sensor nodes is reduced significantly, and no additional code is required. Another tool is the file system shell, called the *EcoFS Shell*, which provides an interactive environment for users to manipulate specially formatted data of EcoFS simply and conveniently. This assistance saves the user from wasting time on troublesome tasks such as reading, modifying, and writing secondary storage devices directly.

### 2.2.5 Code Size

The non-swappable part of the system takes around 8KB of compiled code, including the thread scheduler, low-level drivers for SD and RF, file system driver, remote programming, the main function, and some basic library needed by above objects. Other utility library code can be saved in ELIB on the SD card and are loaded on-demand. A detail breakdown for Enix compiled code is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enix Scheduler</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enix Storage and RF driver</td>
<td>1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoFS</td>
<td>2316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote reprogramming</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential C library</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User logical structure</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7028</strong> bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 Runtime Components in Enix

This section describes the kernel components in Enix. They are the cooperative threads with the run-time scheduler, compiler-assisted virtual memory, and dynamic loading and runtime reprogramming support.
2.3.1 Cooperative Threads and Scheduler

The cooperative threading model has the characteristic that a context switch occurs only when the current running thread calls a yield or sleep function. Thus, the overhead of context switching and stack usage are lower than that of preemptive multi-threading and is more appropriate for tightly constrained wireless sensor platforms. Here, we describe an efficient way to implement cooperative threads with low context-switching overhead and that consumes little code and data memory. In addition, two popular scheduling policies, namely priority-based and round-robin, are also presented to provide the adaptive abilities of Enix for supporting different WSN applications.

Multi-points Setjmp/Longjmp

The system calls setjmp and longjmp are commonly used for jumping between subroutines. To achieve the inter-subroutines jump, the setjmp function stores the program counter and stack pointer into a jump buffer. When longjmp function is called from another subroutine, the data in the jump buffer is restored, and then the program returns to the previous setjmp point. It is worth mentioning that the used registers are pushed on the stack before the setjmp function is called, and therefore the local variables can also be restored after setjmp. However, this approach does not support jumping forward or backward between multiple functions as required by coroutines. First, it provides a single-direction jump only from the longjmp point to setjmp point according to the jump buffer; second, stack overwriting happens while the previous setjmp point calls the cascaded function that may modify the stack data of later setjmp points.

To achieve cooperative threading, the ideas of setjmp and longjmp are taken. Each never-returned subroutine represents a cooperative thread, which has its own stack and context buffer for storing critical data. A cooperative thread may yield at any specific point to invoke the scheduler and resume another cooperative thread. Each yielding call automatically pushes the local variables on the stack and records the program counter and stack pointer in the context buffer. The
Figure 2.3: An example Enix WSN application code: Sense and Transmit.

resuming process simply restores the saved data from the context buffer and the stack. As long as the context-switching point is determinable, only necessary data will be stored on the stack. Therefore, the per-thread stack does not require much memory and is adaptive to the number of threads. The maximum number of cooperative threads is seven in the current implementation of Enix. This approach to cooperative threads allows subroutines to suspend and resume execution at specific locations without being concerned with stack and thread states. Moreover, semaphores and functions such as yield, sleep, suspend and resume are also provided to enable thread control. These primitives are intended for users familiar with threads programming and their implications.

For more advanced applications where the execution time may be data dependent, such as compression algorithms, proper selection of the yield points will be important, or else the system may prevent other threads from execution and decrease system reliability. One standard solution is to use timer watchdogs to regain control from misbehaving threads; another is to enable preemptive multi-threading support.

Fig. 2.3 shows a sample application written in the cooperative threading model in Enix. This application is to sense triaxial acceleration and then wirelessly transmit the sensed data to a receiver with ID 1234. There are three cooperative threads in this program: thread0 first initializes the hardware modules and global variables and then blinks the LED periodically; thread1 senses the data while the sensor is ready and the previous sensed data has already been transmitted; thread2 transmits the sensed data to the remote sensor node and then clears the global flag to enable the
next sensing task in thread1. The main function adds the threads to the Enix kernel and then calls enix_kernel_start to invoke the scheduler, which never returns to main().

Priority-Based and Round-Robin Schedulers

Enix provides two scheduling policies: priority-based scheduler and round-robin scheduler to determine the next thread to run based on the thread’s priority or registration sequence, respectively. The scheduling policy in Enix is replaceable to provide flexibility for development of WSN applications.

The list of runnable threads is represented as an array of bitmaps to enable quickly finding the next runnable thread. The thread with priority \( n \) is runnable only if the \( n^{th} \) bit in the bitmap is set; thus, by checking the bitmap, the next running thread can be found. For the priority-based scheduler, the first set bit in the bitmap indicates the next running thread. More powerful ISAs such as ARM support instructions for finding the first set bit in a 32-bit word. Simpler ISAs such as 8051, AVR, or MSP430 do not support such powerful instructions. So, we use a table-lookup implementation. The number of threads is limited by the size of the bitmap.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for finding the highest-priority runnable thread by table lookup, where \( \text{nextPrioTbl} \) is a byte array with 16 elements, each of which indicates the index of the first set bit in the corresponding element of the array, and \( \text{rdylst} \) is a bitmap list. Each bit represents a cooperative thread with a different priority. By looking up the index of the first set bit, the next running thread can be found as shown in the algorithm.

To implement a round-robin scheduler, we propose another efficient table-lookup algorithm (Algorithm 2). By rotating the \( \text{rdylist} \) to the right for \( \text{currentPrio}+1 \) bits and looking up the table, which is the same as Algorithm 1, the next running thread can be easily found. These two algorithms consume additional 16 bytes of code memory for the immutable table but reduce the total code size and improve the performance significantly, as will be shown in Section 5.5.
Algorithm 1 Fast algorithm to get the next running thread (Priority-Based).

```plaintext
if nextPrioTbl[ rdylst & 0x0F ] ≠ 4 then
  return nextPrioTbl[ rdylst & 0x0F ]
else
  return 4 + nextPrioTbl[ rdylst >> 4 ]
end if
```

Algorithm 2 Fast algorithm to get next running thread (Round-Robin).

```plaintext
if rdylst = 0 then
  return 7
end if
t ← RIGHTROTATE(rdylst, (currentPrio + 1))
r ← bitmap_lookup( t ) pass t as rdylst to Algorithm 1
x ← r + currentPrio + 1
if x > 7 then
  return x - 8
else
  return x
end if
```

2.3.2 Compiler-Assisted Virtual Memory

Virtual memory is widely used in OSs to support a larger memory space than provided by the physical memory. In this section, we describe the implementation details of compiler-assisted virtual memory in Enix.

Demand Segmentation

Virtual memory is achieved in Enix via demand segmentation without any hardware support. The code memory of the wireless sensor platform is divided into swappable and non-swappable areas. The Enix kernel and the user-defined logical structures such as the main function are non-swappable. The swappable area utilizes the rest of code memory managed by the virtual memory manager of Enix.

To reduce the runtime overhead in Enix, a library called ELIB is proposed. ELIB consists of binary code segments that are preprocessed on the host PC and is pre-installed on the Micro-SD card, the
secondary storage medium natively supported in Enix. Each segment in ELIB represents the binary
code of a function in a position-independent way. That is, a unique virtual address is assigned to
each code segment to indicate its location in the Micro-SD card. Calls to ELIB functions from the
user program will be translated at compile time into calls to a special run-time loader routine in
Enix kernel using a technique called source code refinement, to be described in the next section.
Therefore, the demanded segments will be loaded into code memory and executed at run-time. The
current memory allocation scheme in Enix is first-fit.

It takes three passes to construct ELIB. In the first pass, the common functions are collected into
a file named ELIB.LIB, which is passed to the library parser to get the binary code size of each
function; and then a virtual-address allocator is called to allocate a unique virtual address to each
function. The second pass is code modification: a library function may call another library function
that does not exist in code memory, and therefore such code must be modified. The purpose of code
modification is to translate ELIB functions to run-time position-independent code. When the code
modification is done, the ELIB is compiled and linked to create the file named ELIB.HEX, the hex
image that consists of the HEX representation of ELIB functions. The final pass splits ELIB.HEX
into separated HEX files, each of which is called a code segment, that is, the HEX representation of
a function. Next, the EcoFS installer program installs the code segments onto the Micro-SD card
according to their virtual addresses. The procedure above can be done automatically by a shell
script. After this procedure, the Micro-SD card is available for loading and executing.

**Memory Compaction and Garbage Collection**

All virtual-memory systems have the common problem of fragmentation. External fragmentation
occurs when the remaining free memory blocks are not consecutive. Since the dynamic loading li-
brary ELIB is runtime position-independent, fragmentation can be solved by memory compaction.
A garbage collector routine executes periodically to observe the memory usage and compact mem-
ory if necessary.
Another problem arises when the garbage collector reclaims those segments that will be executed after the return of the current running segment. This is called the cascaded call problem: it occurs when the code memory is out of use, and the caller is garbage-collected while the callee is executing, such that the callee returns to the caller that has been evicted, thereby causing the system to crash. There are some solutions to fix the cascaded call problem. For example, additional checking code can be inserted before callee returns, and thus the absent caller would be reloaded back before it is returned to. Enix solves this problem by restricting the garbage collector to only non-swappable code.

2.3.3 Dynamic Loading and Run-time Reprogramming

Run-time reprogramming and dynamic loading are important issues in WSN OS design. Deployed sensor nodes need remote reprogrammability for the purpose of bug fixing and firmware updating. Enix supports run-time reprogramming and dynamic loading, and user programs can be updated through RF.

Run-time Position-Independent Code

To achieve fast runtime loading, Enix uses Position-Independent Code (PIC). Traditional PIC is machine dependent, and thus not every architecture supports PIC. We propose an efficient way to generate PIC code without hardware support. With the assistance of run-time kernel via code modification, the code becomes position-independent at run-time. This modification is also applied to the function segments in ELIB as mentioned before. Fig. 2.4 shows the code modification details in Enix. Three types of code are position dependent in general Enix user programs.

First, kernel calls in the user program do not have to be modified, due to the separation between the kernel and user programs. The linker redirects these kernel calls to the appropriate addresses
by a linker script as shown in Fig. 2.4(a).

The second type of position-independent code covers the library calls as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). We redirect this kind of absolute calls to the special kernel function via code modification. The kernel function finds the address of target function at run-time and then jumps there. If the target does not exist, then the loader is invoked to do the same work as mentioned in the virtual memory section.

The last type is for local absolute jumps, as shown in Fig. 2.4(c). In most cases, local jumps are relative jumps except for those jumping from the beginning of a large logical structure to the end. We convert a long jump instruction into a relative jump routine by calculating the relative size from the source to the target at compile time, get the current program counter at run-time, and then add the program counter and the relative size to get the target address at run-time.

In addition, Fig. 2.4(d) also shows two key functions in the Enix kernel to support run-time PIC. The function enix_getpc gets the program counter at run-time and stores it into the \textit{DPH1:DPL1} register pair (an alternative pair of the Data Pointer High/Low registers in the 8051 ISA). Since the \textit{lcall} instruction will push the return address onto the stack, we can call enix_getpc to read the program counter from the stack. enix_fake is another kernel function that checks the existence of the target function and redirects the \textit{lcall} instruction to the target function address at runtime. If the target function does not exist in the code memory, then it will be loaded from the Micro-SD card according to the virtual address passed into enix_fake function.

\section*{Source Code Refinement}

In order to hide the details of the run-time loader from the flow of user program development and to reduce the amount of code modifications, a source code refinement technique is applied. Fig. 2.5(a) shows a simple Enix user application sending a string of data through UART. For the include files of Enix user program, the function definitions are removed, and C macros are applied as shown in the Fig. 2.5(a). By using macros and \textit{varargs.h} support for the C language,
Figure 2.4: (a)-(c): Transformation and (d) support for position independent code.
User Program

```c
extern xdata char* malloc_ptr_1;
int main() {
    LED0 = LED1 = OFF;
    epl_uart_init(UART_BAUD_57K6);
    epl_uart_putstr("test uart\n");
    return 0;
}
```

Source Code Refinement

```c
extern xdata char* malloc_ptr_1;
#define _EPL_UART_PUTSINT 11776 //size:145
#define _EPL_UART_PUTSTR 14336 //size:110
#define _EPL_UART_INIT 14848 //size:95
#define epl_uart_init(a) \n    enix_fake(_EPL_UART_INIT, \n    (unsigned char)a)
#define epl_uart_putchar(a) \n    enix_fake(_EPL_UART_PUTCHAR, \n    (unsigned char)a)
#define epl_uart_putstr(a) \n    enix_fake(_EPL_UART_PUTSTR, \n    (unsigned char)a)
```

Figure 2.5: Bridge library and Enix user programs.

Each library function call in the user program is redirected to a special function named enix_fake. This vararg-style function allows variable numbers and types of parameters, and therefore every function prototype can work with this refinement with additional type casting. Furthermore, the source code refinement technique can be used to achieve system configuration. For example, a general library function SendPacket can be called by the user program to send a byte buffer through different interfaces, such as RF, UART, I2C and SPI. It is easy to provide a configuration interface for users to choose the transmission interface of SendPacket library function by using the source code refinement technique. Hence, different hardware modules of wireless sensor devices can be easily configured.
2.4 From Enix to Current Proprietary Schedulers

While modern node devices such as EcoBT, EcoBTmini are providing industrial standard wireless communication protocol, BLE. It is inevitable to use vendor provided proprietary scheduler in order to use the integrated protocol stack.

We propose a way to integrate a dispatcher on top of proprietary scheduler by using threaded code concepts. A task is composed by multiple actors. An actor is an executable code snippet that can be execute in the existing schedulor. For example, in CC2541, TI has provided a OSAL schedulor, a software event driven schedulor. This threaded code dispatcher can be integrated as shown in Figure. 2.6. In the executiong loop, each time a dispatcher event is triggered, an actor is executed and finished parts of a task. After several triggered events, a task is completed. This can avoid a long execution task jeopardize underlying scheduler with running protocol stack.

An actor can be a function exists in the firmware image, or a newly uploaded code snippet and executed from ram. We also design two characteristics for memory access and function execution in EcoBT. To access to memory blocks in EcoBT, developers can use address and length to get the content of the requested memory block. The format is shown in Figure. 2.7.
Upon receiving requests in EcoBT, an actor loads the content from the memory block and saves it in RAM area that can be delivered to the user in the next actor. As for executing functions on EcoBT, if a user tries to execute an existing function in EcoBT, a tool is used to parse the source code and compiler-generated map to get the target address in flash. With the target function address, the user can request EcoBT to execute the function with the function execution characteristic in Figure 2.8. User can also upload a compiled code in hex format into EcoBT and execute.

With memory accessing and function execution capabilities, we can have the EcoBT work like the EcoSpire with EcoCast.

With the PyBLE description in 3.6, we build a EcoBT wrapper. With the wrapper, we can directly access to EcoBT’s internal memory as shown in Figure 2.9.

In current implementation, not only the data memory can be accessed. The SFRs such as Px, PxDIR can be accessed and modified over the memory BLE characteristic. A user can do simple GPIO control over this and achieve some automation control. This also equips the user to develop
**Request**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operand</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>1 - 4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6 - 7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9 -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>ID(4-byte)</td>
<td>Storage Class</td>
<td>Blob Size(2-byte)</td>
<td>Return type</td>
<td>Param Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>ID(4-byte)</td>
<td>Param offset</td>
<td>Param Type</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upload</td>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>ID(4-byte)</td>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare</td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>Session(4-byte)</td>
<td>ID(4-byte)</td>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>Param</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>0x05</td>
<td>Session(4-byte)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

func type: ram, flash return/param type: UINT8, INT8, UINT16, INT16, UINT32, INT32, PTR tag: a 32-bit long tag that can be used for git hash, tag[3], tag[2], tag[1], tag[0]

**Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operand</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>ID(4-byte)</td>
<td>Length of Addr</td>
<td>Addr</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Session(4-byte)</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.8: Characteristic content format for function operations.

```python
mcu = pymcu.CC2541(comm="ble")
print mcu.P0
print mcu.P1
print mcu.P2
print mcu.P0DIR
mcu.P0DIR = 0xFF
print mcu.P0DIR
mcu.P0 = 0x02
print mcu.P0
mcu.P0 = 0x00
```

Figure 2.9: Access SFR and memory in the MCU.
a tool that can inspect the state of EcoBT. Before, a developer can only inspect the state of the MCU with directly connected programmers. Now we can use this memory accessing capability to do primitive edge device monitoring.

For the function execution capability, user can have more complicated operations executed on EcoBT. In Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, we show how to execute ram code and existing functions in the image.

We use the threaded code concept of actors and use it to implement a dispatcher on top on a existing scheduler in EcoBT. In this way, we can still utilize vendored provided BLE protocol stack and build a application to allow flexibility to access memory and execute functions on EcoBT.
2.5 Evaluation and Results

This section shows the efficiency of Enix as a lightweight dynamic WSN OS. We first describe our experimental setup, including our hardware platform and software tools. Second, we compare the context switch overhead and the code and data memory footprints of different multi-threaded scheduler implementations to show that the cooperative threads model of Enix has the lowest overhead. We also compare the power consumption of loading code segments over RF and Micro-SD cards. We evaluate our code updating scheme against other methods to show that we reduce runtime overhead significantly in terms of the size of the uploaded code.

2.5.1 Experimental Setup

This section describes the hardware platform and software tools for Enix.

Sensor Platform

EcoSpire [12] is our experimental platform. As shown in Fig. 2.12, EcoSpire refers to the larger version for prototyping and application development, and a compact version called the “simple node” is more suitable for field deployment. This platform consists of an MCU with an integrated RF transceiver, a chip antenna, a triaxial accelerometer, power circuitry, and an expansion inter-
face. The MCU core runs at 16 MHz by default and comes with 16KB program flash and 1KB data RAM. EcoSpire’s nRF24LE1 RF-MCU contains an on-chip radio that implements the Enhanced ShockBurst protocol, which is the core of the newly finalized Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy Technology standard. A 32-Mbit on-board flash memory and Micro-SD expansion capability are included for nonvolatile data storage. This configuration is actually quite representative of many integrated RF-MCUs made by TI (CC2430, CC2510) and Z-Wave ones, all with integrated 8051 cores, and they comprise well over 90% of the RF-MCUs on the market. Most WSN OS cannot fit into this limited platform and are thus not easily comparable.

To measure the energy consumption of Enix, we developed two power measurement modules as shown in Fig. 2.13. One is the current sensor module for measuring the instantaneous current of another EcoSpire in execution. The other module is the battery fuel gauge, which allows EcoSpire to measure the power and battery capacity itself at run-time.

Software Tools

The software for EcoSpire includes an IDE and graphical user interface tools (GUI) on the host computer, system software on the sensor node and the base station, and utility tools for image uploading and RF debugging. We built our IDE with Eclipse by creating a plugin for EcoSpire
Table 2.3: Context switch overhead comparison between algorithms for selecting the next running thread. Unit: \(\mu \text{s}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>Priority-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Linear Check</td>
<td>48.925</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Fast Table Lookup</td>
<td>16.325</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Context switch overhead comparison between different scheduler implementation. Unit: \(\mu \text{s}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>Priority-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-Coroutines</td>
<td>16.325</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASM-Coroutines</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>8.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preemptive</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

development. With this plugin, we provide a fully GUI-based programming environment. This lowers the burden for programmers to memorize commands and enables them to focus on the software development process, from editing, compiling, and linking to firmware programming.

### 2.5.2 Context Switch Overhead of Different Schedulers

To evaluate the context-switch overhead of our cooperative threads in Enix, we implement both round-robin (RR) and priority-based schedulers with different algorithms that may affect the context-switching time.

Table 2.3 shows the results of using our fast table-lookup algorithms versus straightforward linear search to find the next running thread from the runnable queue. We measure the execution time by taking the average of 60,000 context switches. It is clear to observe that our fast algorithms significantly improve both RR and priority-based schedulers by cutting the execution times down to a quarter of the original linear search implementation.

Table 2.4 shows a comparison of context-switch overhead between different multi-threaded models for both RR and priority-based scheduler. Preemptive multi-threading has the highest context-switch overhead due to the unpredictable preemption time, and therefore all of the registers must
Table 2.5: Context switch overhead comparison between Enix and $\mu$C/OS-II by averaging 60,000 context switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Enix</th>
<th>$\mu$C/OS-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>policy</td>
<td>Coop.-th.</td>
<td>Preemp.-th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead ($\mu$s)</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6: Code and data size comparison between different scheduler implementation. Unit: bytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>C-Coroutines</th>
<th>Cooperative</th>
<th>Preemptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Prio.</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Size</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Size</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be saved and restored during context switch. We implement C-coroutines using C-switch statements and add the priority-based and RR schedulers to it. C-coroutines and cooperative threads have the feature that context switching occurs only when the running thread calls yield or sleep functions, and thus they have lower context-switch overhead. The implementation of C-coroutines uses C-switch statements, and this means that every context switch results in several comparisons of variables and an absolute jump. Consequently, a context switch of cooperative threads is simply a replacement of the program counter, stack pointer, and some global variables, and thus it has the lowest overhead.

To compare Enix with a real-world OS, we ported $\mu$C/OS-II to EcoSpire. It is widely used in industry, whereas no other WSN OSs are known to run on the 8051. Table 2.5 compares the context-switch overhead of $\mu$C/OS-II and our work. The reason why $\mu$C/OS-II has high context-switch overhead is that it uses external memory to store both the per-thread stack and registers, thus incurring great overhead from many external memory movements.

Table 2.6 shows a comparison of the code and data memory usage between different scheduler implementations. The preemptive ones consume the most memory for the same reason mentioned before. Other scheduler implementations require about 1KB of code memory, which is frugal compared to other regular RTOSs such as $\mu$C/OS-II and FreeRTOS, as shown in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Code and data size comparison between Enix, FreeRTOS and $\mu$C/OS-II. Unit: bytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enix(Scheduler)</th>
<th>FreeRTOS</th>
<th>$\mu$C/OS-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code Size</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>7560</td>
<td>10294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Size</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.3 Virtual Memory and EcoFS

This section shows the speed and power consumption of SD cards and other serial flash memories on EcoSpire. The results confirm the reason that the Micro-SD card was chosen for the main nonvolatile storage, as discussed in Section ??.

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 compare the speed and power consumption of a Micro-SD card with three other different on-board serial flash memories. These flash memories and the Micro-SD card are connected to EcoSpire through a common SPI bus. The SD card has fast sequential read and sequential write properties but poor random access speed due to the characteristics of NAND flash memory used by the SD card. Most of the routines in EcoFS use sequential reads and sequential writes such as code data and sensed data. For the other preferences types and network data, their access unit is a sector, and therefore the access time is equivalent to sequential access. Thus, the slow random access speed does not affect EcoFS. For the power consumption, the on-card controller of the SD card causes the highest power consumption among all flash memories. In fact, the data shown in Table 2.9 is the active power consumption of the SD card, that is, when the chip-select ($\overline{CS}$) signal is asserted. When $\overline{CS}$ is de-asserted, the power consumption of the SD card is low. Accordingly, the appropriate usage of the SD card may reduce the total energy cost of sensor nodes. EcoFS is designed such that once the SD card is selected by $\overline{CS}$, it will finish the I/O operations as soon as possible.

Fig. 2.14 shows the time and energy cost of the sensor node performing 1MB of sequential read with different block sizes. Due to the requirement of a start command before each sequential read and sequential write operation, the highest performance and lowest energy cost happen while the maximum block size of 512 bytes is applied. EcoFS tries to use the largest possible block size
and reduce the number of random-access operations in order to overcome the power and speed bottlenecks of the SD card. Owing to the different approaches by SD card manufacturers, we have tried seven 2GB SD cards made by different manufacturers. We measure the speed and power consumption of sequential read and sequential write operations shown in Table 2.10. This comparison enables the user to make price/performance trade-offs.

We also evaluated the delay and energy of the virtual memory. They are 6.328ms / KB and 505.2μJ / KB, respectively.

Table 2.10: SD card comparison between manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Speed (KB/s)</th>
<th>Power Consumption (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seq. Read</td>
<td>Seq. Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td>170.7</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston</td>
<td>170.7</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SanDisk</td>
<td>170.7</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPRAM</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Power</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcend</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.14: SD card reading using different block lengths.

2.5.4 Efficiency of Enix Code Update Scheme

The key concept of Enix is the separation of user-defined logical structures and commonly used library functions. By storing the dynamic loading library ELIB on the Micro-SD card, only the user-defined logical structures need to be remotely programmed through the RF. Hence, the number of RF packets for run-time reprogramming is reduced.

We develop five WSN applications compiled with and without Enix. The first three applications are general WSN tasks:

(1) sense and transmit data to the base station through RF,

(2) sense and log data onto the Micro-SD card,

(3) receive and forward packets to other sensor nodes through RF.

(4) EcoNet Transmit, and
(5) EcoNet Receive.

EcoNet is a simple multi-hop network composed of several EcoSpire sensor nodes. The unique ID and the adjacent nodes are all recorded on the Micro-SD card of each sensor node. Every sensor node can invoke the EcoFS API to enumerate its adjacent sensor nodes. The fourth application, EcoNet Transmit, collects the sensor data with a random number and transmits them to the neighboring sensor nodes by enumerating the network data block of EcoFS. The last application EcoNet Receive receives the sensed data from neighboring sensor nodes and checks the duplication of random numbers of sequential RF packets, and forwards the valid packets to the base station.

Table 2.11 compares the uploaded image sizes of the above five WSN applications with and without Enix. The WSN applications without any OS support have binary image sizes larger than 6KB on average. Due to the large code size of the RF library, only the second application has a code size less than 3KB. By comparing the same applications that use Enix as the OS, the sizes of the program images to be transmitted through RF are reduced significantly. These applications produce 500 bytes of binary image on average except for the fourth application, EcoNet Transmit, which generates random numbers without calling any kernel or ELIB functions, and therefore it produces about 1KB of program image.

Most of the run-time reprogramming schemes use the VCDIFF tool to generate the patch between two binary code images, and the patch will be applied by the sensor node. Table 2.12 shows the results from running VCDIFF for each of the two different WSN applications mentioned above. Although the average binary image size is reduced to 4KB, it is still larger than the applications written on top of Enix.

Table 2.13 compares the energy cost of 1MB data transfer with an SD card and over RF. As the table shows, reliable RF transmission and reception consumes the highest energy. Thus, for code swapping purposes, it is more energy efficient to swap code from an SD card on demand than to swap over RF. In short, by applying Enix as the operating system, sensor nodes can save energy.
Table 2.11: Runtime reprogramming code size with/without Enix. Unit: bytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application binary size</th>
<th>Sensing &amp; RF Tx</th>
<th>Sensing &amp; Log</th>
<th>RF Tx &amp; RF Rx</th>
<th>EcoNet Tx</th>
<th>EcoNet Rx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no OS</td>
<td>4825</td>
<td>2903</td>
<td>7646</td>
<td>8233</td>
<td>7770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Enix</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.12: Update code size using VCDIFF delta compression. Units: bytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Xdelta -9</th>
<th>Sens.&amp; RF Tx</th>
<th>Sens. &amp;Log</th>
<th>RF Tx &amp; Rx</th>
<th>EcoNet Tx</th>
<th>EcoNet Rx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensing&amp;RF Tx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3148</td>
<td>2834</td>
<td>2663</td>
<td>2810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing&amp;Log</td>
<td>2920</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF Tx &amp; Rx</td>
<td>4509</td>
<td>4730</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>3226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoNet Tx</td>
<td>4927</td>
<td>5201</td>
<td>3760</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoNet Rx</td>
<td>4523</td>
<td>4753</td>
<td>3246</td>
<td>3291</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and time while becoming capable of efficient remote reprogramming due to the reduced binary image size.

Table 2.13: The energy consumption comparison between SD card and RF (Full Speed). Units: mJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reliable RF</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>SD Card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read/Rx 1MB</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1306</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write/Tx 1MB</td>
<td>1342</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3

EcoCast: An Interactive Framework for Parallel Execution of Wireless Sensor Nodes in Multi-Hop Networks

3.1 Related Work

3.1.1 Remote Firmware Update

Code swapping over the air can be considered a special form of remote firmware update, which means modifying the firmware image over a wireless communication link. The techniques can be divided into full vs. partial image replacement. One may completely replace old binary image with a new one and reboot, and this has been done for single-hop [15] and multi-hop [80, 50] networks, including epidemic protocol [33] for rapid dissemination. However, full image replacement is costly, and partial image replacement techniques have been proposed, by transmitting a *diff script* or an *edit script* containing patching commands. Proposed techniques use diff [76], block-level
Table 3.1: Comparison of partial image replacement techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>work</th>
<th>platform</th>
<th>data</th>
<th>code</th>
<th>approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>EYES</td>
<td>2KB</td>
<td>60KB</td>
<td>diff-based edit script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>4KB</td>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>Rsync algorithm diff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>4KB</td>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>remote linking / deltas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>nRF24LE1</td>
<td>1KB</td>
<td>16KB</td>
<td>host-assisted loading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

comparison [39], by finding fixed-size shared blocks [83], or by leveraging higher-level program structure to generate more concise scripts (called *deltas*) that exploit the program structure to generate more concise scripts [48]. However, even a small script can lead to much memory perturbation due to shifting memory content, leading to wear and tear in addition to high energy consumption [42]. Moreover, these are not interactive techniques, and they require rebooting after a new program image has been installed or patched. Program states will be lost under such circumstances and thus they are not suitable for interactive style of execution. Moreover, there is no bound on when the reprogramming will be completed, and there is no confirmation back to the host at all.

An alternative to program image replacement is to use loadable modules for reprogramming. Loading a module entails resolving references to symbols and can be divided into *pre-linking* [20] and *dynamic linking* [19, 58] *dynamic loading* [11, 27]. Pre-linked modules are smaller in size and require less information to be transmitted and less complex to load, while dynamic linking requires less effort to maintain program image consistency in case of physical address conflicts. Mantis OS (MOS) [?] implements a lightweight POSIX threads and supports remote reprogramming by implementing a command server on the node. Remote reprogramming is limited to modify constants via the command server, but general function replacement, are not supported.

A shell is an interactive command-line interpreter for a scripting language, while a scripting language is a “gluing” language whose primitives consist of higher-level functions or programs rather than low-level instructions. Scripting languages need not be executed interactively but may be executed in batch. They can be divided into systems whose interpreter runs on either the node or on the host computer.
Table 3.2: Comparison of scripting systems for WSN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scripting System</th>
<th>Interpreter resides on</th>
<th>Turing Complete</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SensorWare Tcl[64]</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>very heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyScript[54]</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>above Maté+TinyOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteOS shell[10]</td>
<td>node+host</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapper[86]</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappit[26]</td>
<td>host</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoExec[31]</td>
<td>host</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among systems that run the shell on the node, SensorWare [8] handles a subset of the Tcl [64] language but requires essentially a PDA-class system, too costly for most sensor nodes. Several other systems also support shell on the nodes, including Mantis, Contiki, and TinyOS. These are useful for users to invoke commands interactively, but they occupy a significant part of the program and data memory. To fit in very small memory, Tapper [86] is a lightweight scripting engine that is optimized for parsing predefined keywords and values in a simple syntax and invoking the corresponding primitives. While useful for simple command invocation, it does not support general programming. BerthaOS running on the PushPin wireless sensor nodes can handle Pfrags [55], which are limited-sized (2KB) program fragments that can be dynamically loaded and executed to achieve interactivity. However, the host-side interface appears more limited.

3.1.2 Shell and Scripting Systems

One solution to overcome the resource limitation on the nodes is to run the shell on the host computer, rather than on the node. LiteOS [10] provides LiteShell, a command-line interpreter that supports unix-like commands and file system naming convention for invoking commands and updating firmware on the nodes in reachable WSNs. The commands are also available as APIs for developing user applications on the host PC. EcoExec [31] also runs a wireless shell on the PC, except it uses Python, a dynamically typed, object-oriented scripting language instead of a unix-like CLI. Moreover, it also involves the compiler in the loop by dynamically generating optimized
code fragments and swapping code to the nodes on demand, although the user needs to write it in C. For interacting with multiple nodes, EcoExec relies on either iterative constructs (for-loop, while-loop etc) or using Python’s built-in functional programming constructs (map, reduce, filter) but these would be executed serially. The runtime scales linearly, and this is considered inefficient as much of the communication and execution can be parallelized or pipelined. Another issue is synchrony: nodes may take a different amount of time to finish executing a function, or the results may be invoked at different times due to the different number of hops that the packets may need to travel. Whether it is necessary to synchronize the nodes before the next command is allowed to proceed becomes an important consideration in such a parallel language. EcoExec with its serial semantics by default assumes synchronous (fully blocking) semantics, which is the most conservative and at the same time slowest.

3.1.3 Routing protocols in WSNs

Routing protocols can be classified by how the source node finds a path to the destination node: proactive, reactive, hybrid, and hierarchical. Proactive protocols [70, 14, 63, 61] need to compute routes in advance, while reactive protocols [71, 41] compute routes on demand. The former incurs more overhead in ensuring updating and maintaining routing tables and may be slower to respond to changes in the network, but once the routes are established, then communication can be efficient. The latter is more adaptive to changes in the network (e.g., node failure, moving) but pays high cost in terms of packet flooding. Hybrid schemes are possible by starting with proactive routes and then reactive flooding on demand, by localizing the control messages to a small set of nodes near the change [69, 3]. However, a hybrid scheme is not necessarily more scalable, since more packets can be dropped when the number of sources increases [9]. Hierarchical routing schemes basically rely on local cluster heads or nodes of another tier to more evenly distribute the work [40, 28].

In this paper, we present a multi-hop scheme that is similar to proactive routing protocols, but
nodes do not maintain any routing table since topology information is maintained by the Network Manager that resides on the host side. We also incorporate reactive routing because route are computed on demand.

3.1.4 Query systems

Query-like interfaces have been proposed for WSN [7, 78, 88], including an SQL-like interface [57] for retrieving data from the network of nodes. The query syntax follows that of the SQL language and is fully interactive. However, they are not for supporting reprogramming. In our work, we not only can query data from nodes but also can upload programs in native code.

3.2 System Overview

EcoCast refers to the software architecture that ties together a wireless sensing platform. This section describes a specific platform that we used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed idea, plus how the different subsystems interact with each other.

3.2.1 Wireless Sensing Platform

The three main subsystems the wireless sensing platform that we use are the *nodes*, *base stations*, and the *host*. An overview of these subsystems is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Nodes

Unlike what the name suggests, EcoCast actually does not currently use the Eco ultra-compact wireless sensor nodes. Instead, it uses a compatible platform based on the Nordic nRF24LE1
Figure 3.1: System overview.
MCU, which contains an 8051-compatible core, the nRF24L01 radio in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, a multi-channel analog-to-digital converter, and general-purpose I/O pins. The hardware supports reliable communication, including auto-ack and auto-retransmit. This is one of the smallest commercially available platform to date, available in $4 \times 4$ to $6 \times 6$ mm$^2$ packages with 1 KB of data RAM and 16 KB of flash. Other platforms in this class include the TI CC2510F16 with an IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio instead. The nodes are assumed to perform sensing, actuation, relaying, or any other function just as any embedded system.

**Base Station**

We chose a base station with Fast Ethernet for its ability to support high-speed transfer and networking over TCP/IP, although EcoCast does not depend on any specific interface. The base station hardware here is built by connecting a Nordic nRF24L01 2.4 GHz RF transceiver module to a Freescale DEMO9S12NE64 evaluation board over its 40-pins expansion port. It is programmed to relay packets between Ethernet and the RF side.

**Host Computer**

The host subsystem runs on a conventional PC that can communicate with the nodes via the base station(s). The host computer runs the wireless shell that enables programmers to interact with the nodes over the air. The host also maintains a suite of tools that help the shell keep track of the state of the nodes as well as code generation and optimization. The tools include the compiler, linker, runtime estimator, node database, and version control. These tools are invoked automatically and transparently to the user as the type commands into the shell. The execution sequence is explained next.
3.2.2  Execution Flow

The user can either type in a command interactively or run an application program (script) written in Python to call our API library. In either case, the same command is invoked, and EcoCast handles them in exactly the same way. The steps in the execution are node handle creation, command processing, and message issuing. The flowchart of EcoCast is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Joining and Leaving a Network

When the host system starts up, it first searches for available sensor nodes to join the network. We assume every node has a unique id out of factory. On power-up, a node which has not been bound yet tries to bind to a host system if there is any or it waits for the host to do pairing while a bound node tries to find the host it used to bind to before it preforms the same procedure. A bound node is also capable to pair to a new host system actively. Once a node and a host agree to connect, the host constructs a *node handle* object in Python with the unique ID of node and creates a new entry for it in the node database. Subsequently, all operations on the node, including function invocation, code update, configuration changes, etc, are all done through the node handle object. This idea is analogous to the concept of file handles used by most programming languages for reading and writing files, except these calls translate into wireless communication messages between the host and the node. A node is leaving the network if the host cannot access it and the host system removes the relevant node handle object and information in database. A timeout based method is used to decide when to delete a node.

Language Wrapping

Similar to other language wrappers for middleware systems, our wrapper also performs *type marshalling* and *demarshalling* when translating between Python code and the node’s native code. This requires that the host side know about the architecture profile of the target MCU ( endian, word size, etc) and interface to the function prototype (in C), including the types of the parameters and return value. EcoCast handles the checking and conversion, by raising exceptions if necessary.
Demand Paging and Dynamic Compilation

EcoCast is much more than just a language wrapper for function invocation and type marshalling. It also performs many OS functions on the host on behalf of the nodes, the most important of which is host-assisted demand paging. Dynamic compilation is also performed as a step if necessary. Before invoking a function, EcoCast checks the state of the node’s firmware image to see if the target function is in memory. If not, then it attempts to swap in the code first, if the binary exists. If the binary does not exist, then it attempts to compile and link the code from either library source code or even Python code fragments. It needs to perform incremental linking on the new function to produce a new binary image.

Communication and Synchronization

Ultimately, everything the host needs to do to a node is done by sending messages via the base station that the node is associated with. Messages from the host can either specify that new code be installed or a target function be invoked. A single command in Python may turn into commands to multiple nodes and gathering results from their invocations. EcoCast not only attempts to optimize such communication patterns by broadcasting and scheduling, but also supports several different user-specifiable semantics, including fully blocking and nonblocking execution styles.

3.3 Scripting

This section describes the details of interactive execution involving the host-side scripting environment.
3.3.1 Scripting Language

EcoCast provides a scripting environment as the primary way for users and application programs to interact with the sensor nodes. It consists of a class library at a higher level for the user to access the sensor network, a shell called Esh for interactive access, and a class library at a lower level for runtime support.

Python language

We use Python \(^1\) as our scripting environment for its clean syntax and rich feature support. It can be run two ways: interactive mode and batch mode. In interactive mode, users can enter commands as Python statements directly into the prompt on-the-fly. Variables in Python need not be declared before they are used, and they track the references to objects that are self-descriptive (and thus considered dynamically typed). Typing the name of a variable in interactive mode causes the object to be “rendered” in its string representation. Thus, in interactive mode,

```python
>>> x = 3  # no need to declare x
>>> x      # displays its value as text
3        # interpreter calls int's __repr__ method
>>> x + 2
5
```

The runtime system keeps track of the types of the objects dynamically and enforces their consistent use. One direct advantage is that the same code is thus reusable over a wide range of types without templates (C++) or interfaces (Java). This enables Python’s built-in list data structure to contain objects of any type, simply by enclosing them in square brackets, such as \["hello", 3, 2.95\].

\(^1\)We mean Python 2.6 as of this writing, instead of Python 3.0, which is an intentionally backwards incompatible release.
instantiation. Objects may be instantiated simply by calling the constructor with the parameters, in the syntax of function calls.

**Node Handles**

A node handle is a data structure through which the program can access the node, analogous to a file handle. To create a node handle object in EcoCast, one instantiates the ecNode class with the statement `var_name = ecNode(id)`, where `var_name` is the variable name that represents this node instance, and `id` is the node’s network address. Subsequently, an application program can access the node by making Python method calls on the node handle object. Operations on attributes of such a node-handle object will have the same effect as directly manipulating them in the application program during runtime. One can use the object .method() and object .attribute syntax to invoke functions on the node and to access (get and set) attributes on the node. These accesses are translated into a sequence of actions on the host, ultimately reaching the nodes, and getting response back, as explained in Section 3.2.2. By treating nodes as objects, programmers can build complex applications such as graphical user interface or data analysis programs very easily without getting bogged down with the details of WSN programming.

For interactive mode, an expression is rendered to give the user instant feedback. For built-in types such as int and string, the values are rendered in the literal form such as 3 and "hello". For user-defined types (namely classes), this rendering can be accomplished by defining the special `__repr__` method, which returns a string representation for the object’s value. In our case, we render it as the constructor syntax with the value of the ID. For example,

```python
>>> x = ecNode(123)  # instantiate a node handle
>>> x                # prints the string returned by ecNode(123)  # the x.__repr__() special method
```
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Group Handles

In EcoCast, a group handle is used to construct a group of nodes. The `ecGroup` class is instantiated with the statement `var_name = ecGroup(L)` where `L` is a list of node IDs. The nodes in the group listen to a specific channel, and each node is assigned a group ID. The `ecGroup` is useful in functional programming constructs (Section 3.3.1), since a given group can be reused in several functional programming constructs without having to reconstruct a new group each time.

Functional Programming Constructs

Python provides `map`, `filter`, `reduce` as constructs for functional programming. EcoCast provides the corresponding functions for sensor nodes.

- `map(f, A)` is equivalent to `[f(A[0]), f(A[1]), f(A[2])... ]`, that is, forms a new list with the return values of calling function `f` on every element of the list `A`. A more general form of `map` takes multiple lists and is equivalent to calling `f` with arguments taken from the corresponding elements of the lists, e.g., `[f(A[0], B[0], C[0]), f(A[1], B[1], C[1]), ...]`.

- `filter(f, L)` returns a new list of members `x` of `L` such that `f(x)` evaluates to true.

- `reduce(f, L)` performs a binary operation `f` on the first two members of `L`, and applies the `f` operator on the result value with the subsequent member of `L` for the rest of the list. For example, if `L` has five elements, then it evaluates to `f(f(f(f(L[0], L[1]), L[2]), L[3]), L[4])`. If the optional third parameter `Init` is provided, then `L[0]` in the expanded expression is replaced with `f(Init, L[0])` instead.

Functional programming constructs frequently make use of `lambda` expressions for defining anonymous functions for convenience. For instance, `lambda x,y: x+y` is an anonymous function that returns the sum of its two arguments. It can be passed in place of `f` to the `reduce` example above.
to compute the sum of the list members.

We extend the same concept to operating on a list of nodes. Note that in the ecMap operator, f actually refers to a method rather than a function; both filter and reduce can be used instead of the mass version though much less efficient due to the lack of parallelism.

\[
\text{ecMap}(f, \text{NH}) \text{ is equivalent to } \left[ \text{NH}[0].f(), \text{NH}[1].f(), \ldots \right], \text{ that is, the list of return values from calling function } f \text{ on every sensor node whose handle is in the list NH. A more general form of ecMap() takes additional lists whose members are passed as parameters to the calls.}
\]

\[
\text{ecFilter } (f, \text{NH}) \text{ constructs a list from those elements NH[i] of NH for which } f(\text{NH[i]}) \text{ returns true.}
\]

\[
\text{ecReduce}(f, \text{NH}) \text{ calls function } f \text{ on two arguments cumulatively on the node handle list NH from left to right, so as to reduce the list to a single value. An optional initializer can be passed to serve as an initial value.}
\]

In the these commands, the node handle list NH can be replaced by a group instance ecGroup to make it more efficient by reducing the time of automatically constructing a group corresponding to NH during the execution. We show a simple example using the commands above.

```plaintext
>>> listAll()
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

>>> NH = ecGroup([1,2,4,5,7,9]) # creates group based on id

>>> NH
ecGroup([1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9])

>>> ecMap(readTemp, NH)

>>> ecFilter(lambda x: x.readAdc() < 2000, NH)
[ecNode(1), ecNode(2), ecNode(4), ecNode(9)]
```
Table 3.3: Scoping of symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Host scope</th>
<th>Node scope</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = ecNode(id)</td>
<td>n, id</td>
<td></td>
<td>instantiate node handle whose address is id, call it n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x = n.readADC()</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>readADC</td>
<td>call readADC function on node n, assign return value to x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10  >>> ecReduce(lambda x, y: x + y.readTemp(), NH, 0)
11  177.5

In line 1, the function listAll() lists the all IDs of nodes which are found and bound to the host during the start up process of host system. Line 3 construct a group NH of nodes with ID [1,2,4,5,7,9]. If the user tries to access a node whose ID does not exist, an exception will be raised by EcoCast. Line 6 obtains readTemp function on each node in list NH to read the temperature and return a list of the results. Line 8 constructs a list of nodes from list NH whose result of readADC function is less than 2000. In line 10, the ecReduce command cumulatively adds the result of readTemp function from every node in list NH and gets the summary of temperature.

3.3.2 Esh Constructs

EcoCast provides a command line interpreter named Esh (for “EcoCast shell”). It accepts the full Python syntax in interactive mode, plus extended syntax for the purpose of mass programming (Section 3.5) and source-code inlining. Although users can directly load the class library and run everything from the Python prompt, the reason for this additional layer is to intercept constructs that must be processed before invoking the underlying Python interpreter. Specifically, inlined C code can be extracted and preprocessed this way. The rest of the classes can be used directly by any other Python program without going through Esh.
Job Management in Esh

Esh supports running background jobs while executing interactively. The followings are associated commands.

To run a job in the background, the user simply types the command as usual, followed by &\textbackslash{}, similar to most Unix-like shells. The jobs command can then be used to list the command names, execution status, and the result of all the background jobs. The getResult (id) command returns the execution result of a specific background job with id. For example:

\begin{verbatim}
>>> n.readTemp() &

>>> jobs

2 Background Job(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.readADC()</td>
<td>Done</td>
<td>2344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ecMap(readTemp, nodes)</td>
<td>Running</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\end{verbatim}

Scoping commands

Esh provides commands that change the default scoping of the symbols so that those inside a designated node can be visible and accessed directly without having to qualify them with the node instance first. These can be very useful for executing a series of commands associated with a node or a list of nodes.

\begin{verbatim}
scope[node instance | list of node instances | ecGroup instance ]

list of statements
\end{verbatim}
When the user enters the scope command followed by a node instance or a list of node instances, all the functions or variables in the commands entered later are mapped to the attribute resided on the sensor nodes.

While inside a scope block, the `extern [variable name]` command enables access to a variable in the global scope. Here is an example:

```python
>>> t = 0  # global
>>> n = ecNode(1)
>>> scope n  # set scope to n
... extern t  # access global
... end
... t = readTemp()  # n.readTemp() 
>>> 25.4
... readADC()  # n.readADC()
2433
```

Line 1 initializes a global variable `t`. From line 5 to 10, all symbols except `t` refer to those inside node `n`, as specified by the scope statement on line 4 and `extern t` on line 5. Both `readTemp()` and `readADC()` on lines 6 and 9 refer to functions on node `n` and are equivalent to `n.readTemp()` and `n.readADC()`, respectively, without the scope command. Note that if `n` on line 4 is replaced with a list then each statement in the scope block turns into a map of the function to the elements (nodes) of the list.

### 3.3.3 Method Dispatching and Attribute Access

EcoCast performs three tasks as the language wrapper: type marshalling, code wrapping, and code swapping.
Table 3.4: Summary of EcoCast commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>listAll ()</td>
<td>EcoCast API</td>
<td>list IDs of found nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listNei ()</td>
<td>EcoCast API</td>
<td>list all the node IDs and the neighbors of each node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broadcast ()</td>
<td>EcoCast API</td>
<td>find the network topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path(s, d)</td>
<td>EcoCast API</td>
<td>return a route from the source to the destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getNodes()</td>
<td>EcoCast API</td>
<td>obtain a list of node instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecNode</td>
<td>EcoCast class</td>
<td>open connection to one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecGraph()</td>
<td>EcoCast class</td>
<td>open the graph to the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecGroup()</td>
<td>EcoCast class</td>
<td>open group connections to nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecMap()</td>
<td>EcoCast Functional programming API</td>
<td>map function for nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecFilter ()</td>
<td>EcoCast Functional programming API</td>
<td>filter function for nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecReduce()</td>
<td>EcoCast Functional programming API</td>
<td>reduce function for nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>Esh qualifier</td>
<td>run a command as a background job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>Esh command</td>
<td>show the information of background jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scope ... end</td>
<td>Esh block</td>
<td>set symbol scope to node or nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extern</td>
<td>Esh qualifier</td>
<td>enable access global variable in symbol scope of node or nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Type Marshalling**

Marshalling is the task of ensuring that the sender or caller’s data type is properly matched with the recipient or callee’s, by conversion at runtime if necessary. EcoCast has access to all the prototype information for the functions and global variables, and it also can look up the architecture model for information such as the endian, word size, and their mapping to Python ones. Every native type of every architecture can be modeled as a Python class with the proper conversion operators. For instance, EcoCast can provide an unsigned, 16-bit, big-endian integer class as follows:

```python
class UInt16Big:  # unsigned 16--bit, big--endian int
    def __init__(self, n):  # constructor
        if (type(n) == type(1)):  # type of 1 is int
            # ensures value in range or throw exception
            # store in self._rawData
        elif  # other types
```
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# handle other types

def __int__(self): # typecast to built-in int
    # form int from self._rawData and return

Note that by representing MCU data types this way in Python on the host, the underlying Python interpreter automatically invokes the proper type conversion operator accordingly. In the example of UInt16big, any value going to the node can be specified using just a generic int in Python; and any returning value automatically can be cast into the proper type, all without burdening the user with having to know all the type variants. For instance,

```python
>>> n.setSamplesPerSec(20)  
>>> n.bitResolution
12
```

The user does not need to be concerned with whether the samples per second parameter is represented as an 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit signed or unsigned int, or even 12-bit or 14-bit words on some PIC MCUs. If the value is not one that can be handled by the underlying hardware, then the user gets an exception. Conversely, the user also does not need to worry about the data type returned by the readADC function – it automatically gets cast into the proper type as needed.

## Code Wrapping

Code wrapping is a way for the node-handle object to abstract away implementation details as to where the code associated with a node object is implemented. Some code and attributes may be maintained (or “cached”) on the host and therefore can be executed efficiently without incurring expensive wireless communication. In the example above, the setSamplesPerSec and readADC functions reside on the node, but both may be locally intercepted and optimized. This is because if there was a previous call to setSamplesPerSec with the same value, and no other host has altered the
samples per second attribute, then EcoCast can simply return without actually making the remote call. Similarly, if readADC is called five times within one second, but it had been configured to be sampling at once per minute, the user has the option of returning the cached value without communication. These are all analogous to how standard file I/O performs buffering on general-purpose computer systems.

Another form of abstraction is the support of convenient syntax for attribute access. If n. bitResolution is used as an R-value (i.e., on the right-hand-side of an assignment, or passed (by-value) as a parameter), then the underlying Python interpreter automatically calls the special method n. __getattr__("bitResolution") to compute the value. Similarly, if n. bitResolution is used as an L-value (i.e., in the context of n. bitResolution = 12), then Python calls the special method n. __setattr__("bitResolution", 12) automatically instead. This mechanism enables the node handle to appear as if it were the node itself.

3.4 Compilation and Linking

EcoCast performs compilation on two types of code for the node: C source code and Python code. C programs are written in a style that is native to the node’s MCU architecture. Python code is normally interpreted in the context of the shell on the host PC itself, but the user can also write limited Python code to be executed on the node. EcoCast would rewrite the Python code into C and invoke the C compiler. Then, EcoCast processes the map file to perform linking incrementally so that a small patch file can be generated.

3.4.1 Compilation from C

C code can be written for low-level code such as device drivers, interrupt handlers, and accessing many hardware-specific features. C code can also be written for higher-level application features,
such as packet formatting, data filtering, etc. EcoCast does not actually compile the code; instead, it simply invokes whatever compiler is configured for this purpose. This way, the user has access to the entire C language and the library as supported by the chosen compiler.

In this implementation, we use the Keil compiler for 8051. The supported data types in C as of this writing include \texttt{char} (1 byte), \texttt{int} (2 bytes), \texttt{long}, \texttt{float} (4 bytes), and pointers (1, 2, and 4 bytes). For 8051, bit type is supported by hardware with the C (Carry) flag and bit-addressable registers, including GPIO ports. The EcoCast incremental linker generates directives to control the layout of the symbols, as explained in Section 3.4.3.

### 3.4.2 Compilation from Python

Instead of going to C language, the user can actually write restricted Python functions and expressions that are then translated into C to be compiled to run on the node. This is especially useful for specifying conditions such as threshold or triggering conditions, and these functions are often passed as the first parameter to a functional programming construct. We currently support named functions, anonymous functions (lambda), and bounded loops. A named function is defined as

\begin{verbatim}
def function_name(parameter_list):
    statements
    return expr
\end{verbatim}

whereas a lambda expression represents an anonymous function as explained in Section 3.3.1.

One problem is that Python parameters are dynamically typed and cannot be easily inferred. Our solution is to require the use of naming convention to encode the types of the parameters and the function. We put a prefix before parameter name to indicate the datatype:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>C_</th>
<th>UC_</th>
<th>I_</th>
<th>UI_</th>
<th>F_</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C Type</td>
<td>char</td>
<td>unsigned char</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>unsigned int</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The types of all local variables are automatically inferred and so as the return value. To facilitate type inference, we require that the type of a variable to remain constant.

Arbitrary for-loops are not supported. However, simple for-loops over range are supported and are converted into efficient C counter-parts. Here is an example of Python-to-C translation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Python</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for i in range(5): statements</td>
<td>for (int i = 0; i &lt; 5; i++) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.3 Incremental Linking

Linking is the step of assigning addresses to symbols after the program source code has been compiled into object code. To minimize the size of the patching script, linking should be performed incrementally by considering the way the program has been linked in the previous version. For each node, EcoCast maintains a directory of the source files, memory map file, and command script of the node.

The map file contains information on memory usage, list of function segments, segment sizes and locations in program memory, and the symbol table. The function call tree is also assumed to be available with the proper compiler directives. Information obtained from the memory map file can only reveal the size and address of each function but not the actual function name, function parameters or return value. The information extracted from the map files are used by EcoCast for type marshalling and dispatching.

To minimize the size of the patching script, the incremental linker attempts to keep these assigned addresses unchanged between versions. The addresses include not only code but also data, constants, and library routines. If the linker can determine that two pieces of code are never invoked...
together, then it may consider overlaying them when necessary to fit in the very limited amount of program memory while reducing the reference patching. Each code segment is given a priority based on the call tree generated by Keil C LX51 linker. The higher the priority, the smaller the number, starting from 1 (Priority 0 is assigned to driver code segments.) For each segment, the larger its call depth, the higher its priority. This ensures that segments that are least referenced be overlaid first. A least recently used (LRU) replacement algorithm is used to select among segments with the same priority.

3.4.4 Version Control and Patching Scripts

Conceptually, the host subsystem maintains a database entry for keeping track of the memory layout and source files of each sensor node. However, it is inefficient and not scalable to a large number of nodes, because we expect some or most nodes to have identical memory layouts. To eliminate redundant entries, we maintain the information according to the firmware version. Nodes with the same version share the same entry, and a new entry is created when functions are installed or updated, resulting in distinct memory layouts. This organization makes it efficient to re-compile, re-link, and updating code to a group of nodes at a time. Moreover, to encourage experimentation EcoCast integrates version control for the node firmware to enable roll back to any previous version of the firmware as simply as a simple “undo” command.

Upon generation of a new program image, binaries of the new function are extracted while pre-existing segments that are updated are diff'ed with the original binaries to generate the patching binaries. These patches are then wrapped into store messages for installation or update on the target node.
3.5 Reprogramming and Execution

One user command on the host subsystem can be expanded into a sequence of actions on the host as described in the previous section. Then, they turn into messages that are received and executed by the nodes. The host first sends patching scripts to a node if necessary, and then sends the message to invoke the user’s desired function. Moreover, EcoCast supports interaction with not only a single wireless sensor node but also an entire group of nodes. It attempts to parallelize their communication and execution as much as possible. This section first describes how the node handles messages, followed by group reprogramming over the air, and group invocation of functions with specific discussion on synchrony issues.

3.5.1 Execution Mechanism on the Node

The Node subsystem consists of two software components: store and execute. These two main components make use of the same underlying messaging mechanism for wireless communication.

Store Component

The store component is responsible for processing incoming data to the node. This happens during function installation or variable updates. A store message contains a 2-byte target address, 1-byte nonvolatile flag, a 1-byte length field, and the data payload. The nonvolatile flag indicates whether the data should be stored in nonvolatile memory such as EEPROM or flash, or if it should be written to RAM only. The difference is that the RAM content is lost when the device is rebooted. It is up to the programmer to decide whether the program is to be permanently updated or temporarily changed. In our case, lambda expressions are kept in RAM only.
Execute Handler

The execute component carries out programmer designated function, plus basic functions for memory access. It contains a set of get handlers that return memory content at a given address, and this mechanism can be further extended as a debugging utility. Unlike EcoExec, which assumes that the code must be copied from external EEPROM into on-chip RAM before it can execute, EcoCast assumes execute-in-place (XIP) model for program memory, although it is also possible execute from RAM for code that is meant to be run temporarily and discarded, such as most lambda expressions. In any case, the firmware is structured such that no need for rebooting. We achieve this by setting the highest priority on the code segment for the EcoCast runtime support such that it cannot be modified at run time.

3.5.2 Group Reprogramming of Nodes

To reprogram (patch) a set of nodes as opposed to an individual node, EcoCast performs the following steps, as shown in Fig. 3.3. In Step 1, the host individually sends JOIN message to ask the nodes that need to be reprogram to join the group. This group of nodes (the nodes with green spot shows in Fig. 3.3(b) ) would listen to a specific channel and every member node keeps a bitmap to track packet loss. In Step 2, the host broadcasts the DATA messages via the specific channel on which only the group member can receive, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The DATA message includes the code data and the memory address to store the code. Each time a node receives a DATA message, it stores the code to the specific memory location and sets the corresponding bit of bitmap. After all DATA messages are sent, the host broadcasts a REQ message (Fig. 3.3(c)) in Step 3, and all the member nodes reply with a BMP message containing their bitmap to the host to indicate missing DATA messages. (Fig. 3.3(d)). A simple TDMA technique is applied to the BMPs from the nodes, where each node waits until its time slot as determined by its group ID and sends the BMP back to the host. The host rebroadcasts the lost DATA packets according to the BMPs and
Figure 3.3: Reprogramming scenario
repeats the steps above until all members are reprogrammed correctly, unless the user decides to abort.

### 3.5.3 Group Execution of Functions on Nodes

To ask a node to execute a function, the host just needs to send an EXEC message to the node and wait until the node replies with the result. To ask multiple nodes to execute a function, such as the case with map, it would be inefficient to simply iterate over the nodes one at a time. Instead, the following protocol is used, as sketched in Fig. 3.4. Initially, the host broadcasts an EXEC message, and the nodes execute the specified function. However, at this point the nodes should not reply as soon as they are done, because it is likely to run into collision if not coordinated. The host is not blocked but may send a PROBE message to see if a node has completed the previous call. Instead of sending a PROBE to each node, the host sends it to only the node acting as the leader, since it is expected that all nodes would complete execution around the same time. The leader replies with
either a **WAIT** if it is still running and the host repeats; or the leader replies with a **READY** if it has finished. Then, the host broadcasts a **REQ** message and all the nodes return their execution results similar to the group reprogramming in Section 3.5.2. The nodes reply with **RESULT** message in a simple TDMA scheme, instead of the bitmap.

One question is how long the host should wait until it tries a **PROBE**. The overhead for the leader is high if we probe the leader too often, but if time interval between each probe is too long, the response latency increases. For this reason, a timing analysis tool named Bound-T [82] is used to give assistance. Bound-T computes an upper bound on the worst case execution time (WCET) of a program. EcoCast use Bound-T to analyze function execution time in order to perform a efficient probing scheme.

### 3.5.4 Background Job Management

To handle a background job, the interpreter assigns a thread to execute the command in the background, and the **background jobs manager** records the command, execution status and the information of the corresponding thread. When multiple jobs exist in the system, EcoCast is responsible for mapping the incoming packets from the nodes to the associated jobs on the host. Since every incoming packet is related to a node instance on the host system, the associated job is in charge of the packet. Note that we apply a locking scheme where an attribute of a node instance that resides on node can be access only by one job at a time to make the node preform the correct execution process. The jobs command is provided by EcoCast for the user to monitor the execution status and access the result after the background job is done.
3.6 Python Bluetooth Low Energy Wrapper

Base on what we have done in the EcoCast, python language does provide a more expressive way of development for these edge devices. There are still some improvements can be done in terms of better language binding. Also, when more and more edge devices are using BLE as their wireless communication protocol, it would be suitable to have python binding for the BLE.

Here we developed a new python base BLE peripheral wrapper called PyBLE. With the BLE data structure in mind, we have corresponded class design for the peripheral, service, and characteristics. A skeleton of profile can be described in Figure. 3.5. In a profile handler, the basic operations for a characteristic can be handled. Basic operations are

- Read
- Write
- Notification

The linkage of a profile handler and a profile on the BLE peripheral devices is done by assigning the UUID of the profile handler. Similar to the BLE structure design, profiles and characteristics are identified by UUIDs. This numerical identification scheme is not easy for people to comprehend, thus a naming scheme is also provided in PyBLE. When a peripheral is connected, we can use string to identified the profiles and enhance the readability of the source code as shown in Figure. 3.6.

In EcoCast design, we basically describe the connected node into a programming language instance. we also bring in functional programming constructs to allow macroprogramming. In PyBLE, since the Python language has all features above and support natively, to have a fully Python compatible design is preferred. With a compatible python design, grouping, function programming constructs can be done in the scripting language level. Instead of mapping edge devices into in-
class ProfileHandler(object):
    __metaclass__ = ProfileHandlerMount
    __names = {}

    def initialize(self):
        raise NotImplementedError

    def on_read(self, characteristic, data):
        pass

    def on_notify(self, characteristic, data):
        pass

    def on_write(self, characteristic, data):
        pass

class DefaultProfileHandler(ProfileHandler):
    UUID = "*"
    _AUTOLOAD = True

    def on_read(self, characteristic, data):
        ans = []
        for b in data:
            ans.append("0x%02X" % ord(b))
        return " ".join(ans)

    def on_notify(self, characteristic, data):
        print self.on_read(characteristic, data)
```python
def main():
    cm = pyble.CentralManager()
    if not cm.ready:
        return
    target = None
    while True:
        try:
            target = cm.startScan()
            if target and target.name == "EcoZen1":
                print target
                break
        except Exception as e:
            print e
        target.delegate = MyPeripheral
        p = cm.connectPeripheral(target)
        for service in p:
            print service
            for c in service:
                print c, " : ",
                print c.value
        c = p["EcoZen Profile"]["EcoZen Char 1"]
        print c.value
        d = p["FFA0"]["FFA1"]
        p["FFA0"]["FFA6"].notify = True
        c.value = bytearray(chr(1))
    cm.disconnectPeripheral(p)
```

Figure 3.6: PyBLE usage
stances, the PyBLE is to describe a type of peripheral as a class. When a peripheral is connected, user can map the connected peripheral into a peripheral class and instantiate the class. When disconnecting, the instance is destroyed. Then in the cyber world, the actual peripherals can be represented correctly. The peripheral class can also be reused. A simple implementation of a actual peripheral is shown in Figure 3.7.

Another advantage of using PyBLE is that composability of profiles and peripheral. The profile design is describe how a peripheral provides some data no matter what actual MEMs sensors are used in the system design level. So a peripheral can register multiple profiles to present what kinds of capabilities that this peripheral can provide. For example, a 3-axisal acceleration profile is implemented in Figure 3.8. All peripherals that provides this 3-axisal capability can be easily linked during the initialize phase. If an user wants to have a slightly different implementation such as different data processing, he can always inherit this acceleration profile and build their own handlers.

PyBLE comes with all SIG defined services and profiles in the library. Such as Heart Rate profile and battery profiles and ...etc.
```python
class Acceleration(ProfileHandler):
    UUID = "FFA0"
    _AUTOLOAD = True
    names = {
        "FFA0": "3-axis Acceleration",
        "FFA1": "Sensor Enable",
        "FFA2": "Acceleration Rate",
        "FFA3": "X-axis",
        "FFA4": "Y-axis",
        "FFA5": "Z-axis",
        "FFA6": "All axis"
    }

def initialize(self):
    pass

def on_read(self, characteristic, data):
    ans = []
    for b in data:
        ans.append("%02X" % ord(b))
    ret = "0x" + ".join(ans)
    return ret

def on_notify(self, characteristic, data):
    cUUID = characteristic.UUID
    if cUUID == "FFA6":
        x, y, z = self.handleXYZ(data)
        print x, y, z

def handleXYZ(self, data):
    x, y, z = struct.unpack(">HHH", data)
    x = (0.0 + (x >> 4)) / 1000
    y = (0.0 + (y >> 4)) / 1000
    z = (0.0 + (z >> 4)) / 1000
    x = 2.0 if x > 2.0 else x
    x = -2.0 if x < -2.0 else x
    y = 2.0 if y > 2.0 else y
    y = -2.0 if y < -2.0 else y
    z = 2.0 if z > 2.0 else z
    z = -2.0 if z < -2.0 else z
    return (x, y, z)
```

Figure 3.8: An example implementation of a existing acceleration profile.
class BatteryService(ProfileHandler):
    UUID = "180F"
    _AUTOLOAD = True

    def on_read(self, characteristic, data):
        cUUID = characteristic.UUID
        if cUUID == "2A19":
            ret = str(ord(data)) + '%'
            return ret
        else:
            ans = []
            for b in data:
                ans.append("%02X" % ord(b))
            ret = "0x" + "".join(ans)
            return ret

Figure 3.9: A BLE battery service hanlder implementation.
Table 3.5: Test cases of functional programming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Iterative command</th>
<th>Functional programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>Read the output of temperature sensor and return to host.</td>
<td>202</td>
<td><code>g = getNodes([0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9])</code> for n in g: n.readTemp()`</td>
<td><code>g = ecGroup([0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9])</code> ecMap(readTemp, g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Reads the output value for the digitalized output of triaxial accelerometer return to host.</td>
<td>212</td>
<td><code>for n in g:</code> n.readADC()`</td>
<td>ecMap(readADC,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC_1Min</td>
<td>Samples the output value of triaxial accelerometer in 25Hz for one minute and return the average of the outputs.</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>No iterative version</td>
<td>ecMap(readADC1Min,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
<td>Control the switch of the light(on/off)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td><code>n=Node(id)</code> n.turnOn()/n.turnOff()`</td>
<td>No Functional programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOORMON</td>
<td>Monitor the status of the door in eight seconds</td>
<td>417</td>
<td><code>n=Node(id)</code> n.DoorMonitor()`</td>
<td>No Functional programming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The uploaded size is the size of patching binary generated by diff'ing the original binary with the new binary.

With PyBLE, a peripheral can be represented by some profile handlers. This allows users to replicate peripherals in the gateway devices and reused on another gateway devices.

3.7 Evaluation

3.7.1 Experimental Setup

Our setup consists of a PC acting as the host connected through an Ethernet base station to ten nodes as described in Section 3.2.1. The nodes are all equipped with an on-board triaxial accelerometer, and different nodes have their output pins connected to actuators for lighting control. At the beginning, all nodes have been programmed with only the essential drivers, including SPI, flash memory, and RF, but no application code. Each application is incremental linked and uploaded by EcoCast on demand.

3.7.2 Functional Programming

Three applications are created and the details are shown in Table 3.5. All the nodes are in the single-hop range and the RF transmission power is 0dBm. We use these applications to evaluate the performance of parallelizing remote reprogramming and function execution of EcoCast. In this section, we evaluate the performance of functional programming constructs of EcoCast in terms of
reprogramming latency and detailed breakdown of round-trip command latency.

Reprogramming Latency

EcoCast performs group reprogramming to reduce the reprogramming latency while reprogramming multiple nodes. Fig. 3.10(a) shows the comparison of latency between sequential reprogramming and group reprogramming by EcoCast for installing the ADC application on-the-fly. Installation of a new application entails several steps, including linking, diff binary, uploading, and group forming if reprogramming a group of nodes. We demonstrate the reprogramming latency of applications TEMP, ADC and ADC_1MIN by group reprogramming of EcoCast where the size of group is 10 nodes. The applications are uploaded in sequence. Fig. 3.10(b) shows the latency of different steps. Note that ADC and ADC_1MIN do not have time of forming group because they can reuse the same group. The linking time of ADC_1MIN is longer since EcoCast tries to keeping the shared functions of the two ADC applications at the same locations. On average, it takes about 6.15 ms to upload on byte and write it into flash memory. In our experiments, the compilation-linking-installation-confirmation procedure require less than 4 seconds total for 10 nodes, which is acceptable. Several other wireless reprogramming schemes actually do not confirm if the nodes have been programmed successfully.

Round-Trip Command Execution Latency

The round-trip command execution latency, also called the response time, is defined from issuing the command to receiving the results back on the host. We measure the response time of TEMP and ADC by serial execution iteratively (i.e., for-loop) and in parallel (using ecMap) over a range of group sizes from 1 to 10. We execute each application 50 times and record the average response time. The result is shown in Fig. 3.12.

As measured in experiment, the runtime scales linearly for serial execution. For parallel execution,
(a) Reprogramming time of ADC.

(b) Ratio of different steps of latency in reprogramming 10 nodes

Figure 3.10: Reprogramming Latency

(a) Response time
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Figure 3.11: Response time of ADC parallel execution of EcoCast
we plot the worst case that includes the additional phase of group forming before execution, even though for the common case the same group can be reused. With this assumption, The response time of serial execution exceeds that of parallel execution for group sizes of 6 and higher in both TEMP and ADC applications. This means the group overhead can be amortized even for a modest number of nodes even for very short execution delays. Fig. 3.13 shows the breakdown of parallel (ecMap) execution times of ADC into three phases: forming group, execution and probing, and collecting results. The group formation time can be eliminated by reusing the same group, while the execution and probing phase remain nearly constant. The collecting results phase would still grow linearly but at a much lower slope. For applications with long execution times, the times of forming group and collecting results phases become negligible. The measured result of ADC_1MIN shows in Fig. 3.11(a). By following the TDMA schedule, we estimate the response time with large group sizes according to the trend of Fig. 3.11(a) and show the time of different phases in Fig. 3.11(b). We observe that forming group phase and collecting results phase take only 1.18s in a group with 100 nodes and represents a small portion of the total response time.
3.7.3 Multi-hop Networking

In this section, we show the evaluation results of our multi-hop networking method. Topology discovery was done by calling `broadcast()` on nodes in breadth-first order. A distributed scheme is possible, but we perform a centralized BFS on the host as a test case along with lighting control and door monitoring to demonstrate interactive command issuing over the multi-hop network. LIGHTING is for lighting control and supports commands for turn on/off a light. DOORMON is for door monitoring by checking if the door is open or closed. We evaluate their performance in terms of the latency.

Network Establishment

To stress test topology discovery, we spread out the ten nodes about 30 cm apart while setting the RF transmission to the minimum level of $-20$ dBm. The rather low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) result in more bit errors in the RF transmission. We test many rounds when finding the topology information, and Table 3.6 shows six rounds. The union of the connectivity graphs is shown in Fig. 3.14. Due to packet loss, it is necessary to continue retrying finding neighbors a number of times to wait for ACKs before giving up, and we set the timeout to 1 second. It takes 9.5 to
20.7 seconds, depending on the specific RF condition. With higher SNR and shorter timeout, the topology discovery time can be reduced by an order of magnitude. The maximum number of hops in all discovered topologies is five.

**Reprogramming Latency**

The nodes did not have the application code for LIGHTING or DOORMON in the firmware before deployment. Upon invoking the turnOn() and turnOff() functions for LIGHTING, EcoCast prepares the binary for the functions, each of which is six bytes, and transmits two packets to the target node, which patches its own firmware and executes. As shown in Fig. 3.16(a), it takes 35.9 ms to relay a packet and reprogram the node that is one hop away from the host, with an average of 2 ms for each additional hop. For the DOORMON application, the code size is 417 bytes, which must be divided into 30 packets to the nodes and must be fully acknowledged. As Fig. 3.16(b) shows, it takes 1.99 seconds to reprogram a node that is one hop away and 2.31 seconds for five hops away.

**Round-Trip Execution Latency**

The total response time is the sum of delays for selecting a multi-hop path, generating the payload, relaying a packet, executing the handlers, and transmitting the reply packet back, as shown in Fig.
Figure 3.15: (a) Latency of finding a path for each node, (b) Response time of calling LIGHTING function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Latency(sec)</th>
<th>Neighbors of each node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.789</td>
<td>0: [1, 2], 1: [0, 2], 2: [0, 1, 5], 3: [4], 4: [2, 4, 6, 8, 9], 5: [3, 9], 6: [4, 5, 8, 9], 7: [5, 6, 9], 8: [3, 5, 6, 7, 8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.534</td>
<td>0: [1, 2], 1: [0, 2], 2: [0, 5], 3: [4], 4: [1, 5], 5: [2, 4, 6, 8, 9], 6: [4, 5, 8, 9], 7: [3, 9], 8: [5, 6], 9: [5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.694</td>
<td>0: [1, 2], 1: [0, 2, 5], 2: [0, 5], 3: [4], 4: [5, 7, 8, 9], 5: [1, 4, 6, 8, 9], 6: [5, 9], 7: [3, 4, 5], 8: [4, 6, 7], 9: [5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.713</td>
<td>0: [1, 2, 5], 1: [0, 2, 5], 2: [0, 1, 5], 3: [4], 4: [3, 5, 7, 8], 5: [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9], 6: [5, 8, 9], 7: [3, 4, 8], [4, 5, 9, 9], 9: [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.537</td>
<td>0: [1, 2], 1: [0, 2, 5], 2: [0, 1, 5], 4: [1, 5], 5: [2, 4, 6, 8, 9], 6: [4, 5, 8, 9], 8: [4, 5, 6, 9], 9: [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.368</td>
<td>0: [2], 1: [0, 2, 5], 2: [0, 1, 5], 4: [2, 4, 6, 8, 9], 6: [4, 5, 8, 9], 7: [4, 5], 8: [4, 5, 6, 9], 9: [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: The Latency of topology discovery phase

3.15(b). To invoke the turnOn() function in the LIGHTING example, it takes 16.6 ms to find a path, 10 ms to generate the payload, and 28.40 ms to relay the packet and execute the handler on the node. That is, the response time is dominated by the transmission and execution latency, especially as the hop-count increases. While it is possible to continue increasing the hop count, the user may want to consider the practicality aspect and whether the added latency is acceptable when lowering the transmission power level.
Figure 3.16: The latency of adding functions

Figure 3.17: The latency of calling functions
Table 3.7: Comparison of Memory footprint (bytes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS or Runtime</th>
<th>Program memory</th>
<th>Data memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maté[53]</td>
<td>39746</td>
<td>3196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS core[27]</td>
<td>20464</td>
<td>1163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS with Deluge[33]</td>
<td>21132</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteOS[10]</td>
<td>30822</td>
<td>1633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mantis OS[?]</td>
<td>≈ 14000</td>
<td>≤ 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoCast</td>
<td>≈ 5200</td>
<td>≈ 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7.4 Memory Footprint on the Node

EcoCast can be configured with or without multi-hop and drivers. The core occupies 1550 bytes of program memory and 200 bytes of data memory. With the drivers, EcoCast takes about 4000 bytes of program memory and 250 bytes of data memory, still significantly smaller than other works. The multi-hop takes 1200 bytes of program memory and 58 bytes of data memory. Table 3.7 shows a comparison of memory footprint.

### 3.7.5 Discussion

The experimental results show parallel execution of functional programming constructs to work well on single-hop network; the performance is adequate for a modest-sized multi-hop network, but there is plenty of room for optimizations. One way to speed up is pipelined execution, although this is much more difficult in practice than in theory due to wireless communication. Another way is to explore asymmetric routes. If some nodes are not part of the targeted group for function invocation, then perhaps they can play more of a relay role, and reply packets need not take the reverse routes as request ones. The more even distribution of workload may also have energy efficiency benefits. Many more optimizations are possible for filter and reduce constructs in a multi-hop network. The contribution of this work is not so much the relatively simple multi-hop protocol but the interactive execution framework, on which we hope many innovative ideas at these higher levels can be implemented quickly and put into practice.
Chapter 4

A Modular Backend Computing System for Continuous Civil Structural Health Monitoring

4.1 Background

4.1.1 Event Triggered v.s. Continuous Monitoring

Sensor systems for structural health monitoring (SHM) can be categorized into event-triggered and continuous monitoring systems. An event-triggered one wakes up sensors to collect data in the presence of some pre-defined events, such as earthquakes and heavy winds. In contrast, a continuous monitoring system collects all data samples. In general, SHM systems require sampling rates on the order of 1000 Hz and can be considered continuous monitoring systems. However, Depending on the response time and battery-life requirement, the system may perform undersampling, i.e., by sampling at the full 1000 Hz rate only for a few minutes per day and sampling at
50 Hz or lower at other times. One such system is Pakzad[66] which has deployed a total of 64 nodes on the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, California to test the scalability and performance of the wireless sensor network. Each node is based on the commercially available MicaZ platform with two accelerometers and one temperature sensor. Ho[30] deployed a solar-powered vibration and impedance sensor based on the iMote2 on the cable-stayed Hwamyeong Bridge in Busan, South Korea and evaluated hybrid SHM capability, solar-powered operation, and wireless communication.

### 4.1.2 PipeTECT system for SHM and Water Pipe Monitoring

In our previous papers[79][45][44], we have developed a continuous monitoring system called PipeTECT to monitor disaster events on water pipelines. The smart sensors, called DuraMotes, perform noninvasive monitoring on the exterior of the water pipes by measuring its vibration at 1000 Hz. The same sensing mechanism can be applied to civil structure health monitoring as well, such as buildings and bridges. The PipeTECT system has a backend computing system for controlling sensing system, storing acquired data, data post-processing, and data dissemination. We have design the backend system to provide a web service for users. This makes the system accessible on regular personal computers and also modern mobile devices with Internet connectivity. As with many experimental systems, the massive amount of data generated by our sensing systems on pipelines and other civil structures were archived on our backend server as files. To discover a sudden disaster event in time domain, continuous monitoring was necessary, since events could not be readily detected by the sensors themselves without a global analysis of data from different sensors in the network. Due to the limited number of accessible locations (e.g., manholes or fire hydrants) for noninvasive water pipe monitoring, the sensors cannot be densely deployed but are often kilometers apart, one of the fundamental tasks is rupture localization, which is to pinpoint where rupture occurs. Unlike triangulation, which can be done as collaborative event detection, the backend server collects vibration data from sensors deployed over the entire city and computes
the pressure change gradient on a hydraulic model. Subsequently, the system must trigger a notification to administrator for how to respond to the event if rules for automatic response have not been defined.

One issue with the backend is how data are stored and handled. The web server is the universal way for the dissemination of all types of data, including sensor data, and the natural way is to organize the data as files whose names encode the date, time, location, and other metadata. The data may even be in human-readable text for manual inspection. Also, if plain text files are used instead of self-descriptive formats such as XML, then the processing algorithm may need to load in different parsers specific to each file’s data format or risk incorrect data interpretation. However, it can be inefficient to search the very large volume of data, and the text representation can also be space requirement. Although text files are easy to compress, it will only exacerbate the search problem.

### 4.2 System

Our PipeTECT monitoring system can be divided into sensing and backend subsystems. The nodes in our sensing subsystem form a tiered network, where the sensing tier is wired for underground operation, and the aggregation tier is wireless for above-ground operation. Our backend system is further divided into three subsystems base on functionality: modular kernel, data collection and storage, and data dissemination. We briefly review our sensing system first and then describe our backend system.

#### 4.2.1 DuraMote Smart Sensor

DuraMote is the name of our tiered networked sensing system. The two tiers are the sensing tier and the aggregation tier. Because the system was originally designed for water pipeline monitoring, and most water pipes are underground, the sensing tier must be able to transmit data and power in
underground settings. Therefore, a wired network solution is used for the sensing tier. Multiple sensors in a sensing tier can be connected to a data aggregator node at the sensing tier, whose nodes can collaborate to route data to or from an Internet uplink. Because the data aggregators are far apart from each other, a wireless network is more practical in terms of ease and cost of deployment. To support this tiered network operation, we design two types of nodes: a sensing node named *Gopher* and an aggregator node named *Roocas*.

A Gopher node as shown Figure 4.1 is the wired smart sensor to be deployed directly on the exterior of pipelines or on civil structures for non-invasive monitoring. It contains up to three uniaxial
MEMS accelerometers (SD1221L-002) as shown in Figure 4.2, where the Z-axis accelerometer is soldered on-board while the X and Y axes ones are of removable type. The main board also includes a tilt sensor and expansion sockets for connecting other sensors, such as humidity, pressure, and gas. The sensor signals are digitized by the QuickFilter chip (QF4A512), which contains a 4-channel, 16-bit analog-to-digital converter with digital signal conditioning functions. It can be configured as a band-pass filter for different applications and generate different sampling rate accordingly. The Gopher nodes support Controller Area Network (CAN) as its primary data communication interface in daisy-chain topology in the sensing tier. One end of the daisy chain is a data aggregator for Internet uplink. The sensor nodes transmit sensing data via CAN bus upstream through the data aggregator, which has the option of logging data in its own memory card and processing before forwarding the data to the backend. Data can also travel downstream for commands and system administration.

A Roocas node as shown in Figure 4.3 is a data aggregator node without sensors. It contains communication interfaces for downstream, upstream, and in-tier communication. The primary downstream interface to Gophers is CAN, which is used for both data communication and power. The primary in-tier and upstream interface is Wi-Fi (802.11n, up to 250 m) by default, although Ethernet is also an option. In addition, the Roocas board contains expansion interfaces for other
wireless modules, including XBee (up to 1 km range), XStream (by Digi, up to 64 km range), and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The XBee and XStream can serve as the protocol for the aggregation tier, whereas BLE is more suitable for downstream, but there are no inherent limitations. Another common use of the Roocas is data logging onto a Secure Digital (SD) flash memory card when an uplink to the backend is unavailable. We use the RJ-9 modular connector commonly used for telephones as the wires for our CAN bus. As RJ-9 cables contain four conductors in a bundle, we use two of the wires for data and two for power distribution. Each Roocas node can connect up to 4 Gopher nodes in daisy-chain topology due to bandwidth limits of 1 KHz sampling rate, even though CAN itself can support a much larger network. The length of cable is up to 25 m between Roocas and Gopher, mainly due to cable resistance. If a longer length is desired, then cables of better quality or an extra cable must be used to reduce the voltage drop. This design enables a Gopher node to reach an underground pipeline covered by a metal lid or sealed confined spaces while the Roocas is deployed aboveground with a steady power supply and Internet uplink.

4.2.2 Backend System

We started out our backend system design with following goals in mind: cross-platform, universal accessibility, dynamic software module loading, fast data storage service, visual representation, and service mashup capability. Our backend system can be viewed as a next-generation supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, but instead of being implemented in native code only for one operating system, our backend system is executable on Windows, Linux, and Mac operating systems. We achieve the cross-platform interoperability by implementing most backend features with the Python programming language, which runs on most operating systems. On the front end, we build our user interface as a web application to be access from multiple devices with minimum effort. We now describe the subsystems in the backend, including the kernel, data collection and storage, and data dissemination.
Kernel

The kernel subsystem is responsible for coordinating the flow of data in our backend system by dispatching the associated tasks in each stage, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The basic tasks are networking, data collection and storage, and data dissemination, while additional tasks can also be loaded by the dispatcher as needed. The kernel dispatches the networking task to receive data packets from the sensing subsystem. Then, the kernel dispatches the data collection and storage task to process the received data and store the results. Once the data or results are available, the data dissemination task renders them in different forms as requested.

Each task is a standalone process and communicates with another task through message queues. Unlike a process (in operating systems) that needs to be spawned and is destroyed upon completion, tasks (in our kernel) always exist in the system and are awaiting messages. In a task, there are one or more software components. These components are loaded when a new message received by the task. The execution sequence of these software components is either sequential or parallel base on the sequence of execution. Sequential software components can be grouped as a thread.
When a data is placed on the message queue, the dispatcher will check if the recipient task exists in the system and loads those that will be needed. Upon receiving a message, the task process loads all registered software components on the fly. This dynamic loading into the plugin system of the kernel is accomplished by Python’s metaclass[81]. With the plugin system, new tasks and software components will be loaded dynamically without requiring system reboot. The plugin system also checks if updated tasks exist by checking the object hash of the task and components. While software components are loaded when needed, it takes more time to fully replace a task on the fly and may not be fast enough for a continuous monitoring system. Thus, the updated tasks would be invoked first and start handling incoming data, and the dispatcher would first disconnect the message queue to the old task. The old task would continue to exist after current data is handled.

**Data Collection and Storage**

The data collection and storage subsystem is divided into two tasks: network communication and data processing. The former interfaces with the sensor network, while the latter handles data storage as well as applying algorithms on the data.

The kernel dispatches the networking task when a data packet is received on the backend system’s network interface from the PipeTECT sensing subsystem. The data packet is first cached in the message queue before a computation unit becomes available in the networking task. Then, the networking task parses the packet into multiple data records according to the pre-defined format and puts them in the outgoing message queue to the next task, so that they are ready for further processing. There may be multiple network interfaces with different message formats and communication protocols, but usually only one networking task exists in the backend system.

The data-processing task inputs a set of received data records and applies processing algorithms to extract higher-level knowledge about the structure being monitored such as its structural health, remaining service lifetime, residual payload capacity, or the rupture location. The task can also
store the raw or processed data on the backend computer’s disk space or send them to the dissemination task, which can render the data in different forms to users on other computing systems. The data processing task first converts the data records into the appropriate unit before sending data records to other tasks or other software components in the task. The converted data may be sent directly to the data dissemination task for visual rendering, to the file logging component, or to the event-detection component to see if a warning message need to be issued to administrators. Data processing in a task can be executed in parallel depending on the knowledge distilled from the collected data.

**Data Dissemination**

The data dissemination subsystem is responsible for not only making raw and computed data available for download but also for handling queries into the data sets and rendering them for visual presentation. For a continuous monitoring system, the raw data should be archived and made available to researchers and future investigators, and in the most extreme cases, the data should be made available in entirety. However, most of the time, the user may be interested in only selected segments that satisfy the filtering criteria; in fact, even with filtering, the number of data records may still be too large to show in the raw form. However, limiting the data to a small subset may be insufficient for detecting long-term trends. Today, most such visualization systems are implemented today as a standalone window-system application. In contrast, we start our dissemination system as a web service, which is readily accessible by all systems with a browser.

The first generation of our graphical user interface is based on HTML and static image files generation. Generated files can be put on a existing web server and be ready for viewing by users. Figure. 4.5 show example screenshots of static PNG images generated by the data dissemination process using the matplotlib[34] Python library to visualize the sensing data collected by Gopher nodes. The generation time of an image depends on the size of the collected data and resolution of the result image. However, a web-based image presentation may not be suitable for mobile devices
due to the limited screen size. For a smoother user experience, the visual presentation needs to be manually adjusted based on the web page’s refresh rate, the amount of sensing data, and the resolution of the generated image, but this manual tuning process is time-consuming. An acceptable configuration is to have a 5-second refresh time interval, 30 seconds of sensing data, and an 800 X 600 image resolution for a 1024 X 768 web page. User could also view the content on a mobile device such as smart phones or tablet, but the configuration is not optimized for this kind of usage in Figure 4.6. In any case, the first generation suffers from a rough user experience, because images fetched from a browser cannot be perfectly synchronized with frequent image generation.
The second generation of the system improves the user experience by means of dynamically generated web contents instead of static files. That is, the backend system serves as a content provider rather than a static file generator, and much of the data rendering is done locally by the user's browser. We use the Python Tornado Web Server and enable picture generation by the user's browser using a Javascript library named Flot instead of static image generation. Because each browser knows its own size, it can render the image size and layout accordingly for the best viewing experience. The webpage would refresh every 5 seconds, request new sensing data from the backend system, then generate the new image locally on user's personal computer, laptop, or mobile phone. The browser needs to fetch enough sensing data in each request of sensing data for image generation. When Internet is slow or unstable, the display will be delayed, but local manipulation will still be responsive. Although our second-generation system has solved the problem with static file generation of the first generation, it still suffers from high data traffic in every webpage refresh.

Our third-generation data dissemination subsystem tries to reduce the redundant data traffic pulled by the browser in each refresh. The local browser can keep a data window that caches the received data and update only the most recently sensed data from the server. Upon each data request, the browser pulls only the newly added data since the last data request. The amount of transferred data is reduced by about two orders of magnitude, from thousands of bytes to several tens of bytes in average.

In addition to pulling, we can also push newly added data from backend system to connected browsers using a new technology, websocket, introduced along with HTML5. We further improve the user experience by converting fixed-rate data pulling by the browser to data pushing by the backend server. Pushing enables the backend to control the web page content based on the incoming data rate and is more bandwidth-efficient. This also eliminates the problem of sudden massive simultaneous requests to the backend server, which can overwhelm the server. In addition to the data traffic improvement, we also create mashup services by integrating existing web services such
as Google Map[23]. We can use the latest and scalable map information instead of fixed image. A sample monitoring system is shown as Figure. 4.7.

After the above improvements in the data dissemination subsystem of our backend system, the system was upgraded from a file provider to a data provider and then to a content source provider through the Tornado web server. Now the content provided by our backend system, i.e., the acceleration data from Gophers, can be subscribe to by not only our own dynamic web pages but also other HTML5 clients in general. All these web message exchange are in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as a widely used format.

4.3 Evaluation

We have performed multiple short-term and long-term experiments with our PipeTECT system. Short-term experiments are mostly to validate the capability and stability of the DuraMote smart sensor system. Our test sites include
• Vincent Thomas Bridge in Long Beach, California

• Hwamyeong Bridge in South Korea

• A miniature pipeline model

• Buildings at University of California, Irvine

• Fire hydrant at a fresh water facility

Experimental results on the collected data have been presented in our previous papers. The experience from the short-term experiments provided feedback for us to further developing our backend system. We also installed our PipeTECT system in several buildings at the University of California, Irvine for our long-term experiment.

### 4.3.1 Lessons from Field Experiments

From the field experiments, we have learned lessons about the scalability, system stability, and network performance. The weakest links and bottlenecks have been identified in all different subsystems.

Initially, our system was not built with scalability in mind. In our short-term experiments, we deployed only several DuraMote sensors and backend system worked well, but our experiments on the Hwamyeong Bridge in Busan, South Korea, revealed our performance bottlenecks, where communication speed, bandwidth, and computation delay can all limit the number of sensing units that a backend system can serve. Each Gopher node sampled at 450Hz and generated 3.6 KB of data per second. The 802.11n Wi-Fi infrastructure provided sufficient network speed and bandwidth for the 14 Gopher nodes that generated a total of 50.4 KB of data needed to be handled per second. However, the computation delay turned out to be a performance bottleneck. The system was failing due to insufficient processing time for the networking task in our original design. It
combined networking and data processing, which took too much time to process the data and could not keep up with the incoming packets. As a result, the backend system exhausted all available memory and crashed.

In Hwamyeong Bridge deployment, we made the in-field backend system to provide collected data through web service for our centralized backend system located in University of California, Irvine to access. Although the data could be delivered to the centralized backend, the amount of data traffic was more than the cross-Pacific network bandwidth, this led to poor visual presentation performance and unstable network connections. We have overcome this bottleneck by converting to websockets.

In these short-term experiment, we stored all data as files. The file-based storage lacked an efficient query interface for later data dissemination, and we have since converted it to MySQL and SQLite database storage as our data logging engine. The SQLite database is a relative simple database compared to MySQL. Since SQLite database can be found on mobile devices, our mobile version of backend system uses SQLite for logging and local browsing at hand. MySQL is a more powerful database that provides a fast query interface. When searching for a certain time epoch of data in all stored data, it outperforms the file-based storage.

### 4.3.2 Data Traffic Optimization

This subsection shows quantitative results of data traffic improvement by upgrading our data dissemination task from static files to dynamic web content to websockets, as described in Section 5.5. As shown in Table 4.1, the data traffic improvement was three-fold while the image generation time reduced slightly. At the same time, the modular plug-in system implementation enabled seamlessly software upgrade. The transmitted data size has also reduced.

For the baseline, our graphical user interface generated static files using the Matplotlib Python
Table 4.1: Improvements in Data Dissemination Subsystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Types</th>
<th>Image gen. method</th>
<th>Image gen. time</th>
<th>Transmitted data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static file</td>
<td>Matplotlib(Python)</td>
<td>0.69 s</td>
<td>64 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic web content</td>
<td>Flot(Javascript)</td>
<td>0.56 s</td>
<td>1.5 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental content update</td>
<td>Flot(Javascript)</td>
<td>0.56 s</td>
<td>&gt;20 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8: Locations of deployed sensors

library. The backend system creates new image files as new sensing data arrive, but to avoid a surge of the image files that all need to be created within a short period, image generation process of each Gopher is separate by time. As a result, the average image generation time is 0.69 second, but the delay can easily add up to several seconds if the backend system needs to take care of more PipeTECT sensing systems. The generated image size is nontrivial and takes about 64 KB in 800 X 600 resolution. User can feel the delay when the web page is refreshing. A Javascript-based solution has been developed to solve these problems, as the image generation process is now run in the browsers for more responsiveness.

The size of transmitted data from backend to browse is almost 43 times less then before. To view the result of collected data is much smoother not but still not ready for a larger monitoring system. When more then 17 PipeTECT systems exists, the communication delay happens due to too much data need to be sent from backend system. To further improve our system, an incremental update
concept has brought in. The transmitted data is cached locally and the backend system only sent newly added data to browser. Only then the browser requests for a full set of data for display then big chunk of data is transmitted. The transmitted data is now no more than 20 bytes for a single PipeTECT system shown on the web page. We also make the incremental update only occur with viewed PipeTECT system. Third is the load on backend has been alleviated due to the image generation now moves to browsers. Backend system only is responsible of data transmission and the browser do the heavy image generation. This enables the backend to focus on data processing and leave all other display tasks to the actual viewing devices.

4.3.3 Long-Term Installation at UC Irvine

We have installed DuraMote smart sensors in several buildings and on utility pipes at the University of California, Irvine to evaluate our proposed backend system. Wi-Fi infrastructure is available for direct Internet connectivity. The proposed backend system is implemented on an Intel Pentium-4 3.0 GHz desktop PC with 4 GB of memory and installed with Ubuntu Linux operating system version 11.10. This non-server class PC is utilized to show our backend system does not required tremendous computing power.
Figure 4.10: Engineering Hall

Figure 4.11: CALIT2

Figure 4.12: Engineering Gateway
The monitored area covered by this deployment is approximately 200 $m^2$. Five nodes were installed on five different buildings inside the engineering quad of UCI campus. Figure 4.8 shows all the monitored buildings in covered area. The locations of the nodes are

- Basement of Engineering Tower
- Fourth floor of Engineering Hall
- Fourth floor of Engineering Gateway
- Roof of CalIT2 building
- Fourth floor of AIRB building

as shown in Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.13. The backend server is placed on the ground floor of the AIRB building, where the laboratory is located.

All DuraMote sensors are connected to the campus Wi-Fi and send collected data directly to the server in the AIRB building. Most Gopher nodes are configured for a sampling rate of 150 Hz, while the one in the basement of Engineering Tower is configured for 1000 Hz to monitor a utility pipe. The deployed nodes have been monitoring since 2012 for more than a year and a half. It successfully demonstrates that our backend system is ready for permanent installation.
During the installation, several software upgrades were necessary to improve the performance and functionality of our backend system. Due to the modular design, we were able to avoid rebooting, which would have affected the network connection of these deployed sensor and disrupt the monitoring process.
Chapter 5

BlueRim: Rimware for Enabling Cloud Integration of Networks of Bluetooth Smart Devices

5.1 Related Work

Cloud support for IoT systems can be divided into domain-specific and general-purpose systems. As cyber-physical systems (CPS), different IoT-Cloud combinations may emphasize more cyber or more physical aspects. We also review related work on application-building and management tools for edge nodes of IoT.
5.1.1 Cloud Systems

Domain-Specific IoT Cloud

Cloud systems have been supporting IoT applications in domain-specific ways. In particular, sports and fitness devices such as heart-rate monitors, pedometers, and wireless personal-area network (WPAN) products connect to smartphones that upload data to the user account in the domain-specific cloud. The uploaded data can be composed with other services including social networks and map services for the users to share their sports activity updates with their friends. These edge nodes perform minimal or no access control, and the cloud supports domain-specific data management but no device management.

General-Purpose Cloud Systems

Besides the domain-specific cloud, which is usually provided as Software as a Service (SaaS), other types of cloud systems serve general computing purposes. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, and OpenStack, offers virtual machines together with physical computing resources such as CPU, memory, and disk storage for users to deploy applications the same way as on their local machines. Platform as a Service (PaaS), such as Openshift, CloudFoundry, and Heroku, allow users to choose the platform components including the operating system, programming language runtime environment, web server, and database engine for building their online/offline application while automatically managing the underlying computing and storage resources for availability and scalability.
5.1.2 HTTP Servers for Sensor Networks

Kurschl 2009[51] set up a computer as a gateway and HTTP server on behalf of a network of nodes. In contrast, Rajesh et all 2010[74] assumes powerful nodes that are capable of HTTP, rather than relying on a gateway node. Similarly, Sensor-Cloud Computing[56] assumes smartphones as sensor nodes, which can connect directly to the Internet without requiring a gateway, but these nodes may be too powerful or costly to serve as IoT edge nodes. In either case, HTTP alone primarily serves as a transport rather supporting data handling and management, but they do not address access control or security concerns in sensor-cloud systems[72].

5.1.3 Application-Building Tools

At the lower level, TI’s BTool[36] is a Windows program that works as a protocol analyzer: it can snoop, parse, extract BLE packets, and form and transmit packets interactively by following the profiles. BTool can emulate a BLE master or slave node before it is ready. LightBlue [73] is an iOS app that serves a similar purpose to BTool in that it understands profiles and enables users to send and receive BLE packets as defined by profiles. They are powerful for building applications on the physical (sensors/actuators) side, but they do not support Internet connectivity and cloud integration.

5.1.4 Device Management

In IoT, nodes can be dynamically added, removed, or replaced in the system with the same type of device or a different type but similar capability. Whole or partial image re-programming at runtime is needed to configure the node for replacement [43, 32]. A sensor profile service can configure newly added nodes and provide compatible data [77].
5.2 Concepts

This section explains concepts of rimware for IoT-cloud integration as shown in Figure 5.1. The term network of things (NoT) refers to a locally connected network of nodes with (sensing, actuation) interfaces to the physical world, whereas the Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the interconnected NoTs bridged by the Internet Protocol (IP). We first provide a background on BLE for NoT (local device-to-device) communication, which can operate without rimware. Second, we explain how a security domain can be defined by associating NoTs with a slice of rimware. Third, we show rimware serving as the delegate of any NoT to different cloud domains.

5.2.1 A Basic BLE Network of Things

The services of a BLE device are represented as a profile, which consists of a collection of related characteristics that represent the functionality of that service in terms of one or more descriptors in a human-readable way. To communicate with a BLE device without hardwired knowledge, a host application must discover and load the device’s services and characteristics dynamically. Our first approach is to build the knowledge layer in rimware based on different types of BLE devices and separate the knowledge layer from the host application, as described in Section 5.3.
Our second approach, as described in Section 5.4.1, is to enhance the descriptors in BLE to capture this knowledge without relying on the rimware to maintain the knowledge base. We describe our auto-adaptive way for building a host application with or without the knowledge layer for BLE devices, where in rimware the host application works as the uplink/downlink gateway for the NoT.

### 5.2.2 Rimware with Single Security Domain

A security domain is defined by a set of networked devices and applications that agree to use a common security token for authentication, authorization, or session management [89]. In NoT, there may be no strict security-checking phase by default upon connecting and pairing with devices, except for possibly simple PIN input in most situations. This means anyone can potentially connect to devices via its NoT-level protocol, even if one is not permitted to access its services. Rimware serves as the agent between any user and NoT devices and checks the user’s access privilege before the user can access the devices. In addition, rimware secures the communication when a user is accessing any NoT device through rimware. Moreover, rimware also takes care of the security checking when a user is accessing any NoT device through NoT-level protocol without the connectivity to the rimware through Internet.

### 5.2.3 Rimware with Multiple Security Domains

Rimware can integrate multiple security domains that the users and NoT devices may belong to. Although users and devices may have unique IDs within their own domains, these IDs may not be universally unique across domains unless combined with the domain ID somehow. However, users may not want to give out their global identifier because it compromises their privacy and exposes them to identity theft and other risks. For these reasons, we proposed the concepts of identifier and cyptonym in rimware to support better privacy.
An identifier is a string of data for addressing an entity within a name space. Four types of identifier are (1) A device identifier $d_i$ and (2) a user identifier $u_j$ are those of device $i$ and user $j$ in some domain $D^k$ they respectively belong to. (3) a domain identifier is that of a security domain, and (4) a global identifier is one that can address a user, a device, a domain, or any entity within or across domains that are integrated by rimware. Device and user identifiers can be made global by composing with the domain identifier, such as $(D^k, d_i)$ and $(D^k, u_j)$. While all these identifiers are in clear text with variable length, rimware fixes the length of domain identifier and global identifier using hash function before exchanging them within rimware as well as across different domains.

Sharing identity across domains can also be described by identifier as a tuple. For example, sharing the identity of device $i$ from domain $j$ to user $k$ from domain $m$ can be described $(g_j^i, g_k^m)$, where $g_j^i, g_k^m$ are the global identifiers of the user and device, respectively. To protect privacy, the tuple of shared identity is encrypted using an irreversible hash function. We call the hashed tuple as cryptonym. The cryptonym guarantees that user or device’s identity will not be exposed outside their own domains.

An example in Figure 5.2 that can take advantage of cryptonyms is active tracking of consumer shopping behavior using BLE tags when approaching vending machines or shops. Instead of giving out one single identifier to every vendor, a safer option is to give out a different cryptonym to each vendor.
vendor (security domain), as one cryptonym is meaningless in the context of another security domain. In case of tag replacement, the consumer’s rimware can re-associate the new hardware with the consumer. Additional enforcements rules, such as at most one tag may be associated with a particular user, may also be enforced.

The next two sections provide more details of our rimware design with BlueRim and its use in bridging BLE-enabled NoTs and cloud services.

### 5.3 BlueRim: Cloud and Rimware

Our approach to cloud for IoT is the separation between rimware and the generic cloud that provides much of the computation and storage functionality. Rimware, however, is more than a
“pass-through” of functionality to the cloud: it duplicates core cloud functionality to enable the NoT to continue operating even during loss of Internet connectivity. This section first describes these cloud-like components in the rimware, followed by a description of how these components in rimware can be replicated and distributed to integrate with different security domains and to provide high availability. The overview of components in rimware is as shown in Figure. 5.3.

5.3.1 Cloud Components in Rimware

The cloud-like components in rimware present a service abstraction for not only functionality on NoT devices but also any static resources such as logged data from these devices.

Knowledge Base and Knowledgeable Adapter

Rimware can serve as the knowledge base for mapping between the abstract actions (i.e., what the user wants to achieve) and the concrete action commands (i.e., the actual message formats needed). Each instance of the mappings as maintained by each registered device in the rimware is called a knowledgeable adapter. The mappings include standard ones defined by Bluetooth SIG as well as custom ones defined by developers, and more mappings can be added later by either the device vendor or the administrator systematically.

When a gateway program discovers a nearby BLE device, it collects and submits the device’s service/characteristic profile to BlueRim. From matching in the knowledge base, BlueRim recognizes the device type and creates a knowledgeable adapter for it. The knowledgeable adapter can detect changes to the firmware specification by making adjustments accordingly by consulting the knowledge base. The knowledge base also aids crash recovery and state restoration. It keeps the firmware image of any registered device as well as what state should be monitored. In case of a crash that requires hardware replacement, BlueRim can easily restore the image by retrieving it
from the knowledge base.

BLE allows the functionality of any characteristic profile to be stated in a human-readable way using descriptors. We plan to define a structured way to make descriptors whose semantics can be further utilized to assist with maintaining the knowledge base without the participation of device vendors or administrators.

State Monitor

The state monitor in rimware consists of a collection of active tables that monitor the state of those NoTs registered in the rimware. The state monitor take snapshots of the state on both the gateways and devices by periodically sending pull requests to all gateways. The state table is indexed by both the gateway identifier and device identifier. The state to monitor on the gateways includes on/off state, the list of connected devices (in terms of their identifiers), geo-location, etc. The state to monitor on the devices depends on how the type of the device is modeled in the knowledgeable base. Besides providing the state information to the users, the state monitor can also restore a device to its latest snapshot of state when the device has crashed and must be reset.

Data Cache

A data cache in rimware is an in-memory cache. It caches the data transmitted from the gateways before putting them into the data storage for archive. It also serves as the engine of any real-time monitor request from the end user against any device(s). The data cache keeps only the latest data not yet written to the data storage or not pushed to real-time request.
Remote Controller

As the representation layer of the knowledgeable adapter, the remote controller in rimware receives the user’s action request and sends it to the knowledgeable adapter to take action on the corresponding device. Similar to a knowledgeable adapter, a remote controller has a 1-to-1 relationship with each registered device.

Data Storage and Data Aggregator

The data storage in rimware is for archiving short- and long-term logged data from any device. Data in data storage is normally stored in relational database tables for general user queries. For queries against large amounts of historical data for analysis purposes, we use a data aggregator to pre-process the data from an Online Analytics Processing (OLAP) engine [35]. A data aggregator is a data warehouse where data in relational tables are moved and re-organized into a multi-dimensional structure according to the dimension attributes such as time, geo-location, device type, etc. Data in different dimensions are pre-aggregated hierarchically. For example, in time dimension, data can be aggregated according to month, quarter, or year. These pre-aggregating rules are defined by the system, and new rules can be added from data analytics.

Data Streamer

A data streamer is the representation layer of the data cache. It takes the user’s real-time monitoring request and returns the latest data received from the device. The data streamer is 1-to-1 related to the user’s request for real-time streaming.
5.3.2 Integration of Rimware with Multiple Security Domains

Rimware also can integrate multiple security domains with Access Controller and Resource Locator components.

Access Controller

The access controller is to interpret privileges for a local NoT device to a cloud service. When a user accesses a device locally through the NoT gateway, his/her privileges are recognized by the local gateway. Rimware bridges between different NoTs and also with cloud service. The user retains the same privileges when accessing through rimware.

For example, consider an NoT with two accounts: guest and administrator. The administrator can change parameters of a sensor in the device and view the data, but a guest is allowed to view collected data only. A user from the cloud side will be mapped to either a guest or an administrator to the NoT.

Resource Locator

Resource locator is to resolve the communication path between user and targeted devices with given tags. A tag is a user named label which is associated with cryptonyms mentioned in Section 5.2. In rimware, an action is represented in a URL-like format using our own protocol in the form of rim://tag/action/action_type. When a user issues actions, the resource locator determines the cryptonyms and communication path, and the knowledgeable adapter converts the actions into pure BLE commands and asks the corresponding gateway to send the commands to the device. Without resource locator, a user can communicate with the targeted devices by using cryptonyms.
5.4 BlueRim: Physical Subsystem

The physical subsystem of the BlueRim can be divided into two parts. The first part is the gateway, which bridges the local NoT and the Internet. The second part consists of the nodes in local NoTs. To assist developers with building up a BLE NoT to be integrated with our BlueRim, we provide a host-program builder. For the firmware on the nodes, some required features need to be implemented on the nodes to work with BlueRim.

5.4.1 Host-Program Builder

Our host-program builder currently targets BLE. On the firmware side, operations on a BLE device are essentially read/write against the device’s characteristic profiles. An abstract action, e.g., turning on the light, may involve one or a series of read/write operations against different characteristics on a lighting-control device. To control a BLE device, the same structure of service/characteristic profiles should be established in the host program so that it can map to the structure on the firmware side and send or receive the respective action commands. The host program builder can help build the mapping in two ways: by scanning profile information on a connected BLE device or from user’s direct input. The host-program builder provides three basic interfaces for each characteristic: read, write, and onDataReceived. The onDataReceived function is a callback function used to catch events caused by either a notification from the device side or a return of a read request sent from the host side. Through provided interfaces, developers can specify action commands against characteristics. It helps developers further build a knowledge layer by creating mappings between abstract actions and action commands.

As we mentioned in Section 5.3, in our design, the knowledge layer is taken care of by rimware, which does not exist on gateway program. The gateway program only adapts to the newly connected BLE device by establishing a service/characteristic structure for sending action commands
Figure 5.4: Workflow of Host Program Builder
to the device. This process is done automatically. The workflow of the host-program builder for building BlueRim gateways and general-purpose NoT host programs is shown in Figure. 5.4.

5.4.2 NoT Firmware Support

The BLE nodes in the NoT also follow the service/characteristic profile structure. The communication is done with characteristic read/write operations. A BlueRim service profile is needed in the NoT firmware. This profile contains the characteristics to hold BlueRim-assigned global identifier and provides device signatures for the identifier-generation step. When there is no Internet connectivity, edge gateways to BlueRim can cache collected data from connected NoT devices using global identifier. This profile support enables the BlueRim edge gateway to update its data cache periodically instead of requiring constant connection.

5.5 Case Studies

5.5.1 Infant ECG

One of our driving examples is an infant ECG (electrocardiogram) for studying the long-QT syndrome. It includes a pre-positioned flexible electrode strip placeable by minimally trained parents on infants to digitize and record ECG signals onto a flash memory card. Afterwards, it uploads the data wirelessly via a BLE-enabled smartmobile or PC to the server.

BlueRim acts as the data repository, user interface, user management, and device administration tool. It enforces access privileges for the parents, doctors, and administrators of the data and ECG devices, and it supports device configuration (data upload, erase, ID setting, sampling rate setting, firmware update) automatically constructed using our custom BLE profiles. For a small-scale
study, a single machine with an Internet connection may be sufficient to run BlueRim. Additional machines at different sites can be added to the same security domain. BlueRim also supports plugins for ECG data filtering, segmentation by heart beat, QT analysis, and running statistics on the analyzed data. With BlueRim, these features only need to be enabled and parameterized rather than re-implemented, making it very quick to and reliable to build a new application.

5.5.2 Home Automation

Our home automation application involves light switches and appliance outlets whose on/off action may be triggered by a physical button on the wall, by an occupancy sensor wirelessly connected to the switch, a button that is wirelessly connected to multiple switches (e.g., upstairs/downstairs switches to control the same light), a smartphone, or a computer. In addition, we also support over-the-Internet status observation, on/off control, and integration with cloud services such as Google Calendar. BLE as the local-area wireless protocol has the advantage of direct compatibility with smartphones such as iPhone 4S and later as well as Windows 7.

The main issues highlighted by this application include robustness to central point of failure, access control, and multiple security domains. First, the light switches and appliances should continue to work from local control (button press or smartphone control) even if the gateway loses connectivity or fails. Second, only certain users are allowed to control a subset of the lights or even observe their status. For example, adjacent offices may belong to the same security domain but may not to share control; Adjacent apartments may actually belong to different security domains even if their RF ranges overlap. In contrast, with most WiFi-based remote controls, anyone who can join the WLAN often gains unlimited access to the system.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work, we have propose various runtime supports from edge devices to cloud services. For edge devices, while modern intergraded RF-MCUs, we first propose Enix makes several contributions in the WSN OS area. First, the cooperative threads programming model enhances the performance by decreasing context-switch overhead, making it two times faster than the traditional preemptive multi-threaded programming model. This cooperative threading model is easy to learn compared to the event-driven model. Moreover, the local states can be saved and restored automatically during context switches without burdening the programmer with manual state saving in some other programming models. Second, Enix provides code virtual memory to overcome the shortage of on-chip code memory via host-assisted demand segmentation, which most WSN OSs do not support. To achieve virtual memory, the ELIB is built on the host PC composed of PIC segments and is loaded to code memory on-demand by the run-time loader of Enix. Third, remote reprogramming is also available in Enix. Due to the pre-stored ELIB on the Micro-SD card, the size of the binary image of the user program to be wirelessly updated is reduced significantly during the remote reprogramming stage. Finally, the code and data footprints of Enix with full-function including EcoFS are at most 8KB and 512 bytes, respectively, which are the smallest compared to other WSN OSs. Only ten percent of code is machine-dependent, while the rest is
written in C language, and thus it is easy to port to other wireless sensor platforms.

While BLE are getting more popular, vendor provided scheduler with BLE stack is used. We also develop a dispatcher on top of existing vendor scheduler that we can use vendor supported communication stack and build a unified dispatching framework.

As for runtime support in the gateway devices, we bring the elegance and power of Python to enabling interactive programming of resource-constrained wireless sensor networks. Interactivity encourages experimentation by beginners, by providing instant feedback to functions of interest while being forgiving by supporting undo with an underlying revision control system. As Python is not just a “beginner’s language” but is actually used by expert programmers in production-quality systems due to support of constructs at a much higher-level of abstraction, we expect EcoCast to also boost the productivity of expert programmers in a similar way.

While BLE has impacted the Network-Of-Things, based on EcoCast, PyBLE is developed to present any existing peripherals. PyBLE provides constructs for users to build their own peripherals from basic profiles and characteristics. With BLE, it enables user to focus on data processing instead of data communications.

Another important functionality of these gateway devices is that they can perform some basic data processing. We describe our modular design of a backend computing system for continuous monitoring of civil structures and water pipelines. Its use of the Python programming language enables different software components to be developed in a modular way, and the kernel system loads the required modules accordingly using the internal plugin system. The downtime of the backend system is minimized since the software module loading is seamless without affecting the rest of the system. Based on our experience with deploying our smart sensors, we improved our backend system by enhancing the data logging facilities with fast data query, and optimizing the data display for reduced network traffic by two orders of magnitude, making the backend system much more scalable. We also create mashup services by integrating Google Map overlaid
on our data visualizer. One direction for future work is to integrate even more services such as earthquake and weather information to enable cross references of collected data for discovering more knowledge about these structures being monitored.

Finally, to bridge the cyber and the physical world, base on runtime supports we developed from in edge and gateway devices. We have introduced the concept of rimware for the integration of the Internet of things and the cloud to form a very powerful cyber-physical system. Our specific implementation, called BlueRim, can scale from isolated networks of things (NoT) to the global IoT. BlueRim provides services for systematic data handling and dissemination, device management and access control, and device roaming within and across multiple security domains. In addition, we provide an application builder that exploits Bluetooth Smart’s attribute profiles to enable systematic construction of new IoT applications. The effectiveness of these fundamental features have been validated in several real-world applications that with different access patterns while retaining their ability to consume very low power. We believe that our approach represents an important technology in taking IoT closer to realizing the full potential.
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